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Abstract

W ithin the past half century, Integrated Circuits (ICs) experienced an ag-
gressive, performance driven, technology feature size scaling. As the
technology scaled into the deep nanometer range, physical and quantum

mechanical effects that were previously irrelevant become influential, or even domi-
nant, resulting in, e.g., not any longer negligible leakage currents. When attempting
to pattern such small-geometry dimensions, the variability of technological param-
eters considerably gained importance. Furthermore, it became more difficult to re-
liably handle and integrate such a huge number of tiny transistors into large scale
ICs, considering also that a substantial increase in power density needed to be taken
into account. Scaling induced performance was no longer sufficient for delivering
the expected improvements, which lead to a paradigm switch from uniprocessors to
multiprocessor micro-architectures. At the same time, since for certain application
domains, such as big data and Internet of things, the to be processed data amount
increases substantially, computing system designers become more concerned with en-
suring data availability than with reducing functional units latency. As a result, state
of the art computing systems employ complex memory hierarchies, consisting of up to
four cache levels with multiple shared scenarios, making memory a dominant design
element that considerably influences the overall system performance and correct be-
havior. In this context, 3D Stacked Integrated Circuit (3D SIC) technology emerges as
a promising avenue in enabling new design opportunities since it provides the means
to interconnect devices with short vertical wires. In this thesis we address the above
mentioned memory challenges by investigating the 3D SIC technology utilization in
memory designs, as follows. First, we propose a novel banked multi-port polyhedral
memory that provides an enriched access mechanism set with a very low bank conflict
rate and we evaluate its potential in shared caches. Second, we propose a low power
hybrid memory in which 3D technology allows for the smooth co-integration of: (i)
short circuit current free Nano-Electro-Mechanical Field Effect Transistor (NEMFET)
based inverters for data storage, and, (ii) CMOS-based logic for read/write operations
and data preservation. Third, we propose a memory repair framework that exploits the
3D vertical proximity for inter-die redundant resources sharing. Finally, we propose
novel schemes for performing user transparent multi-error correction and detection,
with the same or even lower redundancy than the one required by state of the art ex-
tended Hamming single error correction schemes.
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1
Introduction

M emory represents an essential constituent of any computing ma-
chine, along with data processing cores and transport infrastruc-
ture. It is utilized to store both the to-be-executed program instruc-

tions as well as the input/output information data and any other intermediate
values. Memory capacity and behavior represent a key factor for the overall
system performance and in the following we briefly describe its metamorpho-
sis tightly coupled with the one of computing technology since its infancy up
to state of the art, by following the time line depicted in Figure 1.1.

Early Days

In the 1830s Charles Babbage originated the programmable computer concept
while conceiving a machine capable of automatically perform a large variety
of mathematical calculations. He named it the analytical engine and his in-
tentions were to revolutionize computation by mechanizing it. He saw this as
highly necessary since the computer term in his time was referring to actual hu-
mans that were performing mathematical calculations in a very time inefficient
and error prone manner, relying on mathematical tables printed on thousands
of pages [1]. When Babbage was designing the analytical engine Faraday’s
work on electromagnetism was just about getting under way, while electrical
circuits were only mathematically analyzed by Ohm. Hence, Babbage had to
rely on existing technology, which at that time could provide mechanical com-
ponents [1], with the steam engine being the only valid option to drive the
entire assembly.

If built, the analytical engine would have weighted several tones, with the store
unit, i.e., the today modern computer main memory equivalent, measuring 7 m
in length and 3 m in height and width. It would have operated on 50 decimal

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Brief memory technology and computing system evolution road map.

digit numbers, with the store unit consisting of about 1000 such entries. For
each digit, i.e., a basic memory element, a 10-toothed metal wheel would have
been utilized. An elaborate mechanical transportation way based on racks and
pinions would fetch the decimal stored numbers to the processing unit, enti-
tled by Babbage as the mill, since, once the numbers arrived at the input, they
were milled around to get the results. Reliable Jacquard punched card loom
technology would have been used for program input [2]. Even though Bab-
bage was unable to construct the analytical engine, it is considered one of the
first general purpose computer, since it was designed to contain all the modern
computer core components [2]. A key element in the analytical engine design
was the ability to perform conditional branching. This, together with a po-
tentially theoretical limitless memory store unit, makes the analytical engine a
Turing complete machine, a concept unheard of at that time.

Inspired by Charles Babbage’s work, Howard Aiken designed in the 1930s a
general purpose computer, named Mark I [3]. In contrast to his predecessor,
Aiken was living in an era in which electronic components developed substan-
tially to allow for their utilisation in computers. Mark I was an electromechan-
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ical computer and was constructed during the 1940s by IBM in collaboration
with Harvard University. Its memory consisted of 72 adding storage and 60
constant registers, each 23 decimal digits long, implemented as electrome-
chanical counter wheels. Punched paper tapes together with switch positions
were employed for program input [4].

Shortly after Mark I’s development, which was to remain operational until
1959, electromechanical computers became obsolete as they were too slow
paced for the highly dynamic post WWII world. The first fully operational
electronic computer, called ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Cal-
culator), was built in the mid 1940s [5]. Even though it was designed for a
specific military goal, i.e., to compute artillery firing tables, it was assembled
too late to be used in the Second World War effort. Its first task still had a
military purpose, being utilized to perform a series of complex calculations
related to hydrogen bomb development. However, it was later utilized as a
general purpose computer solving a steady stream of problems in a variety
of fields ranging from number theory to meteorology, that demonstrated its
versatility and power [2] and it remained operational until 1959 when it was
disassembled. ENIAC was also a decimal machine, as its (electro)-mechanical
predecessors. Its memory consisted of 20 accumulator registers, each capable
of holding a 10-digit decimal number, with a ring, the electronic counterpart
to the mechanical calculator’s decimal wheel [2], of 10 vacuum tubes used for
each digit [6; 7].

ENIAC’s major drawback was that programming was manually executed by
plugging up cables and setting switches, with input data being provided on
punched paper cards. Reprogramming required from a half an hour to a whole
day [7; 8]. The team behind the ENIAC, including John von Neumann, was
aware of its time pressure induced limitations which resulted in a difficult ma-
chine programming manner, and wanted to improve this aspect. Already in
1945, when ENIAC was not yet entirely finalized, they were discussing about
storing programs as numbers and published a first report draft [9] proposing a
stored-program computer called EDVAC (Electronic Discrete Variable Auto-
matic Computer), the successor of ENIAC. This was an inspiring memo that
originated the stored-program concept, which was right away adopted by com-
puter researchers worldwide. The stored-program concept is still the basis for
nearly all digital computers today [7; 8]. Maurice Wilkes and his team from
Cambridge University employed it during the construction of what is consid-
ered the world’s first full scale operational stored-program computer [8], the
EDSAC (Electronic Delay Storage Automatic Calculator), which became op-
erational in 1949. The EDSAC logic was implemented by vacuum tubes and its
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memory by ultrasonic mercury delay lines, a technology with origins in radar.
The total memory consisted of 1024 storage locations, each being capable of
holding a number with 16 binary digits plus a sign digit [10; 11]. In delay line
memories, trains of electronic pulses are converted by means of quartz crys-
tal into ultrasonic pulses, which are inserted into a special medium path that
slows them down [12; 13]. From the delay element end they are fed back to the
beginning through amplifying and timing circuits. Thus, delay line memories
required periodic refresh in order to maintain their stored values, and provided
variable latency sequential access only, for which complex extra access logic
was required. However, they were much more reliable and cheaper then vac-
uum tubes flip-flops memory instances utilized, e.g., in ENIAC.

For sequential access memories data are always accessed one after the other,
which allows for quick retrieval times when program execution does not en-
counter any branches, or when the operands reside one after the other. How-
ever, if an arbitrary address is encountered, the requested location needs to be
sought first, an operation that can be extremely time inefficient. This was
the case for delay line memories for which the seeking operation incurred
unexpected delays and by implication program behavior. Thus, there was a
stringent need in those times for the processor to be able to access a memory
location in almost the same time interval, irrespective of the data physical loca-
tion inside the memory, in order to ensure reliable execution times estimation.
One of the first such Random Access Memory (RAM) implementations was
the Williams-Kilburn tube, which stored data as electrically charged spots on
the face of a cathode ray tube [14]. It was firstly utilized in the Manchester
Small-Scale Experimental Machine (SSEM), which was not designed to be a
practical computer, but to act as a proof of concept for the Manchester Mark
1 machine [15; 16]. The Manchester Mark 1 had two Williams-Kilburn CRTs
as main memory holding a total of 128 words each 40 bit long. The today’s
equivalent of disk storage consisted in about 3000 words and was implemented
by means of drum memory, a type of memory that stores information on the
outside of a rotating cylinder coated with ferromagnetic material, which is cir-
cled by read/write heads in fixed positions [17]. Manchester Mark 1 developed
into Ferranti Mark 1, which became the world’s first commercially available
general-purpose electronic computer in 1951 [18].

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Servomechanisms Laboratory de-
veloped for the U.S. Navy between 1948-1951 the Whirlwind I computer
[19]. Williams-Kilburn tube RAMs were among the considered options for
the Whirlwind I memory implementation. However, to avoid the Williams-
Kilburn tube required refresh times, a special kind of CRT electrostatic storage
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tubes were chosen instead [20; 21], a decision that soon proved to be costly.
The team behind the Whirlwind project quickly renounced the unreliable elec-
trostatic storage tubes in favor of the newly proposed ferromagnetic core mem-
ories [22] for Whirlwind II [23], which was the first computer to make use of
such a technology for its 2048 16-bit word memory. This proved a wise de-
cision since magnetic core memories, which consisted of an array of multiple
ferrite rings that exhibit a hysteresis curve, were by far more reliable than
CRTs (or mercury delay lines), much cheaper, and required considerable less
real estate. They soon became the element of choice for main memory imple-
mentations during the 1950s and were heavily utilized until the 1970s [24; 25].

By the beginning of 1950s computing systems were employing a hierarchical
memory system: core memories were backed up by magnetic drums which
were, in their turn, backed up by magnetic tapes. Starting from late 1950s a
fast but small magnetic core memory was added as a slave for a slow, but much
larger one, in such a way that the effective access time is nearer to that of the
fast memory than to that of the slower memory. This marked the beginning of
caches, which were formalized as a concept by Wilkes in 1965 [26]. The pro-
grammers dream of having almost unlimited amounts of fast memory at their
disposal seemed somewhat possible due to the incipient memory hierarchies
that ferromagnetic memories facilitated. This was however more achievable
with the next significant technological discovery, i.e., the transistor, that be-
came the fundamental building block of modern electronic systems. The field
effect transistor was proposed as a concept in Canada by Julius Edgar Lilien-
feld in 1926 [27] and in Europe by Oskar Heil in 1934 [28] in a time when it
was not possible to actually construct a working device, and no one was able to
do anything with it [29]. The breakthrough came in 1947 when John Bardeen,
Walter Brattain, and William Shockley from Bell Telephone Laboratories im-
plemented the first working bipolar transistor device [30]. Transistors quickly
replaced electronic vacuum tubes in similar circuit configurations since they
offered tremendous power reductions and smaller form factor, which resulted
in considerable speed improvements and, as a side note, reduced for the mo-
ment the need for air conditioning [24]. Transistor logic, together with core
memories brought significant improvement in reliability and there were no
longer talks about ”mean time to failure” [24], and remained essential com-
puter building blocks for several years. The Manchester University experi-
mental transistor computer, to become operational in 1953, is considered to be
the first transistor based computer implementation.
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Integrated Circuits Revolution

Transistors contributed in a substantial manner to computer development, but
very soon manufacturers were confronted with a problem that seemed insur-
mountable: the huge component number involved in projects was almost un-
manageable in terms of design complexity and necessitated an excruciating
and error prone effort in terms of hand wiring. For several years researchers
went through what Bell Labs vice president Jack Morton entitled as ”the
tyranny of numbers” [31]. The solution came in 1959 when Jean Hoerni and
Robert Noyce, both from Fairchild Semiconductor, introduced the planar man-
ufacturing process [32] and the monolithic approach [33], respectively. These
proposals completely revolutionized the semiconductor manufacturing tech-
nology and the Integrated Circuits (ICs) era started. The first working mono-
lithic ICs were produced in 1960, credited to Jack Kilby from Texas Instru-
ments [34] and Robert Noyce from Fairchild Semiconductor [33]. ICs from
the early 1960s were manufactured with a low density fabrication process,
known as Small Scale Integration (SSI), consisting of only a few transistors
and provided limited computation functionality. Military and aerospace com-
puter systems were among the first to benefit from the ICs applications in the
mid 1960s, e.g., the D-37C computer used in the LGM-30 Minuteman inter-
continental ballistic missile project in 1964 and the Apollo Guidance Computer
developed by NASA in 1966 [35]. The integration scale rapidly rose though,
approximately doubling every year, and by the end of 1960s Medium Scale
Integration (MSI) emerged, with a chip transistor count of 100 or more. As
ICs complexity increased, practically all computers switched to IC-based de-
signs since more functionally complex logic devices such as adders and shifters
could be easily implemented on a chip [36].

While processors were already benefiting from IC emergence, memories were
still implemented based on ferromagnetic core technology, but this was about
to change soon. In 1961 Bob Norman from Fairchild Semiconductor thought
that it was practical to begin considering semiconductor devices implementing
a flip-flop array for memory storage [37] and four years later the first Static
RAM (SRAM) was proposed by Scientific Data Systems and Signetics. Im-
plemented using bipolar technology it had 256 72-bit word capacity and an
access time of 120 ns [38; 39]. Two years later the single transistor Dynamic
RAM (DRAM) was invented by Robert Dennard from IBM [40; 41; 42], and
in 1970, Intel, at the time a small start-up company specialized in memories
[43], produced the first commercially available DRAM. The Intel 1103 MOS
DRAM had a capacity of 1-Kb, an access time of 300 ns, and was nicknamed
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”The Core Killer” [39]. This was the beginning of the end for ferromagnetic
memories, which by the mid-to-late 1970s were completely replaced by semi-
conductor memories as the primary computing systems storage devices.

Intel was part of another important evolutionary step in 1971 with the intro-
duction of the first single-chip microprocessor, the Intel 4004 [44; 45]. Pro-
duced in the beginning of the Large Scale Integration (LSI) period, Intel 4004
processor was fabricated with a 10 µm silicon-gate enhancement load pMOS
technology, consisted of 2300 transistors, and was able to operate at a maxi-
mum clock frequency of 740 KHz [45; 46]. Implemented on a 12 mm2 die,
this revolutionary microprocessor could execute a total of 0.092 Million In-
structions Per Second (MIPS), which was almost twice as much as the first
electronic computer, the ENIAC, which filled an entire room [47]. The 4004
microprocessor was part of the Micro Computer System 4 (MCS-4) chip-set
that included three other chips, namely 4001 Read Only Memory (ROM), 4002
Random Access Memory (RAM), and 4003 Shift Register [46], and allowed
for the easy realization of small computers with varying memory amounts and
I/O facilities. Subsequently, in 1974 Intel introduced the 8080 microprocessor
that operated at a maximum clock frequency of 3 MHz [48]. This is considered
the first true general-purpose microprocessor [49], since it did not require the
presence of additional chips as it was the case for 4004, and it was the core of
Altair - the first personal computer.

Since 1970s ICs density underwent a staggering revolution following quite
rigorously the insightful prediction initially stated in 1965 [50] and further
formalized in 1975 [50] by Gordon Moore, that per die transistors count will
grow exponentially. Moore’s initial projection was for at least a decade, but
being adopted as a target guideline by the semiconductor companies in order
to maintain their market position, it prevailed for the past 5 decades. From
2300 transistors, for Intel 4004 in 1971, using the 10 µm process technol-
ogy, to 7200000000 transistors, for Intel Xeon Broadwell-E5 in 2016, using
14 nm process technology, is a six order of magnitude increase. This tech-
nology development allowed for different capabilities to be gradually included
for processor performance improvements. For example, in the beginning of
1970s the transistor high rate count increase was used to advance the architec-
ture from 4-bit, to 8-bit, to 16-bit, and to 32-bit microprocessors in the early
1980s, when between 25000 and 50000 transistors could fit on a single chip
[8]. 32-bit processors remained the norm until the early 1990s when they were
slowly replaced by their 64-bit successors, which are still manufactured today,
while 128-bit instances not being expected too soon.
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The above presented technology evolution enabled for a 108× MIPS increase
over the last six decades [51], while the computing power cost has decreased
exponentially [52]. Many challenges were overcame in order to maintain a
sustained miniaturization trend that allowed for today’s pocket-sized devices to
be more powerful than 1960s-1980s supercomputers that took up entire rooms.
Subsequently, computing systems were uniquely adopted and spread virtually
to all economy sectors, from defense industry, aerospace, telecommunications,
to automotive, health, and food industries. However, in order to keep up with
the continuously developing market requirements, many challenges are still to
be faced by computer designers, with the most important ones being present in
the next section while keeping the main focus on memory hierarchy technology
and architecture.

1.1 Modern Processor Design Challenges

Initially, microprocessor chips were operating at smaller frequencies than main
memory DRAM chips, together with which they were teamed up to form com-
puting systems since 1970s, while by the beginning of the 1980s, microproces-
sors and memories reached somewhat similar operating frequency levels. The
Intel 8086 processor, launched in 1978, which would give rise to Intel’s most
successful line of processors, the x86 architecture family, operated at 5 MHz
frequency, i.e., 200 ns clock period, while its successor, Intel 80186, launched
in 1982, operated at 6 MHz, i.e., 166 ns clock period. At the same time, in
1980, a 64 Kbit DRAM had a row access time between 150-180 ns and a
(read/write) access time of about 250 ns[8]. This balance abruptly changed by
the end of the 1980s when logic performance started to substantially surpass
memory performance and the well known processor-memory bottleneck [53]
(also known as the memory wall [54]) emerged. As detailed in Figure 1.2, mi-
croprocessor performance increased 1.52× per year between 1986 and 2000,
and 1.2× per year between 2000 and 2005, while DRAMs experienced only a
1.07× yearly performance increase over the 1980-2005 period [8].

While logic operations once represented the processor bottleneck, the 1980s
fabrication technology revolution (scaling) allowed for, e.g., faster clock rates,
extensive instruction level parallelism with about 20 stages deep pipelines,
out-of-order execution, and sophisticated instruction fetch units. These devel-
opments, combined with the aforementioned gently DRAM performance in-
crease, led to a data availability crisis. Considering a hypothetical and greatly
simplified scenario with a processor operating at 800 MHz and a memory run-
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Figure 1.2: The processor - memory performance gap [8]. The memory baseline
is 64 KB DRAM from 1980. In the last decades processor manufacturers gradually
introduced several cache levels in an attempt to reduce the gap.

ning at 100 MHz, for each single memory access, 8 processor clock cycles are
elapsed. This could lead to the processor being forced to wait 7 cycles until
the data that reside in the memory are retrieved, an inefficient situation since
those 7 cycles are practically waisted.

In an attempt to bridge the processor - memory gap, i.e., to be able to feed
the processor with enough data to diminish the number of memory waiting
generated stall cycles, different solutions were employed. Wilkes’ idea of
caching, proposed for core memories in the 1960s, was among the consid-
ered approaches and it proved to be somewhat successful. To benefit the most
from this solution a faster memory than DRAM was required. SRAM proved
to be the best cache implementation choice, since, even though much more
expensive than DRAM, it was much faster. Initially, caches were introduced
on-board, e.g., for Intel 80386 launched in 1985 [55; 56], and then on-chip,
when the semiconductor technology reached a certain point and was able to
eliminate the chip crossings between processor and cache memories by their
co-integration. The first processor with an integrated on-chip cache was Intel
80486 introduced in 1989. To further mitigate memory speed and capacity re-
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Figure 1.3: Technology process generations (adapted from [57]).

quirements, after almost a decade a second cache level was added in 1998 for
the budget oriented Celeron Mendocino processor. Very soon after, in 2002,
the third cache level was introduced for the Itanium 2 McKinley processor,
that was targeted towards enterprise servers and high-performance computing
systems. Other manufactures followed the same scenario and at present times
a three level SRAM cache hierarchy is the norm. Quite recently, in 2013, Intel
included a fourth cache level implemented with embedded DRAM (eDRAM)
technology. The complex multi-level cache hierarchy present in modern pro-
cessors was enhanced by the aggressive technology scaling which allowed for
increased integration density, a topic that is further detailed in the next section.

1.1.1 Technology Scaling

The feature size of a CMOS process refers to the minimum transistor length
with which devices can be reliable manufactured [57]. Continuous technol-
ogy scaling consisting in a feature size reduction by 30% every two to three
years, as depicted in Figure 1.3, was a major driving force behind constant im-
provements in ICs performance, area and power reduction. At the core of this
process was Robert Dennard’s observation from 1970s that the basic transis-
tor operational characteristics can be preserved and its performance improved
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when some critical parameters are scaled by a dimensionless factor [58]. These
parameters include device dimensions (i.e., gate length, width, and oxide thick-
ness) and voltage, that are downscaled, and doping concentration densities,
that are upscaled by the inverse of the same factor.

The reduction of the power supply voltage was considered by the industry un-
desirable from a system level perspective since it would have break the plug-in
compatibility with every new generation [59]. Hence, a 5 V constant supply
voltage scaling was performed up to through the early 1990s, an approach that
offered quadratic delay improvement and maintained continuity in I/O volt-
age standards, but it increased device breakdown risk and power consumption
become unacceptable [57]. Therefore, since the half-micron node downward
general Dennard scaling became the norm, even though the supply voltage did
not follow exactly the scaling factor applied to device dimensions [57], and
was very successfully employed by the industry up until the 130 nm genera-
tion node in the early 2000s. At that technology node the gate oxide thickness
reached about 1.2 nm and electron tunneling through such a thin dielectric lead
to an abrupt increase of the leakage current. This posed significant challenges
to technology scaling that were further addressed by introducing innovations
in transistor materials and structure [60]. Examples in this direction include:
strained silicon transistors introduced by Intel for the 90 nm technology [61],
high-k metal gate transistors utilized in Intel’s 45 nm technology [62], and the
more notorious FinFET (tri-gate) transistors employed in Intel’s 22 nm tech-
nology [63].

Technology feature size shrinking was a major driving force behind ICs tran-
sistor count exponential growth and, since with scaling transistors generally
improve in performance, behind the continuous clock frequency increase,
which, e.g., for Intel’s microprocessors, doubled approximately every 3 years
from their introduction until 2005. This contributed to a sustained overall
processor performance improvement, as summarized in Figure 1.4, that, even
though transistor scaling continued, began to saturate by mid 2000s. The main
reason behind was that, in contrast to transistors, IC wire delays do not di-
minish with decreased feature size. This may not seem to be a problem for
local wires, that run within functional units and which are short enough for
their resistance to not matter, or for semi-global wires, that run between func-
tional units and for which an appropriate number of repeaters could result in
enough speeding up [57]. For global wires however, that run across an entire
chip, even with multiple repeaters their delays are getting bigger as technology
scales. Thus, the time to cross a chip in a nanometer process increases substan-
tially, making wire delays becoming the dominant issue for each clock cycle
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Figure 1.4: Microprocessors trend data (adapted from [64]).

and a major design limitation for large integrated circuits [8; 57]. In addition to
wire delays, power developed also into a real concern for circuit designers and
the combination of the two led to a stall in uniprocessor frequency increase
and has limited the instruction level parallelism exploitation. Aware of this
concerns and since it was easy to envision that the integration level was about
to soon allow for a billion transistors per chip, in 1990s several studies sug-
gested that both software and technology trends have reached the point when
one should start favoring chip multiprocessor microarchitectures [65].

One of the first manufactured multiprocessor chip was AT&T Daytona [66],
a four core digital signal-processor, introduced in 2000 [67]. However, the
real paradigm switch occurred only after 2005 when multiple general purpose
multi-core processors reached the market [8; 67]. Since then Intel has been
adding about two more cores per generation and performance increase became
more of a programmers burden in that it requires a switch to a parallel software
design paradigm [8].

After the 2005 shift towards multi-core chip processors there has been no
substantial improvement noticed for frequency and single-thread performance.
The focus moved on memory hierarchy, to improve data availability, and other
architectural concepts related to parallel computing. To get some insight into
those developments we depict in Figure 1.5 a state of the art multi-core proces-
sor memory hierarchy. At the top the register files are the smallest but fastest
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Figure 1.5: State of the art memory hierarchy overview.

memories that operate at the core frequency, in the order of a few GHz, and
which are supported by separate instruction and data L1 caches, each of about
32 KB and operating at about 1 GHz frequency. A unified L2 cache level fol-
lows, which is about 8× larger than an L1 instance, 4 to 20× slower, and feeds
both L1 caches. The next cache level is shared by all the cores, being slightly
larger than the L2, and about 10× slower. This shared L3 can be optionally fol-
lowed by an 128 MB 4× slower fourth level cache implemented with eDRAM
technology, which constitutes the last on-chip memory element. Further down
the hierarchy, on the motherboard, several memory channels ensure communi-
cation with external DRAM chips, which are 2× slower than the L4, but offer
several times more storage capacity.

Having presented the modern processors’ state-of-the-art in terms of technol-
ogy and architecture, we next focus on detailing the challenges currently faced
by computing system designers.
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1.1.2 Ensuring Data Availability in Multi-core Processors

It can be noticed from Figure 1.5 that multi-core processors put more pres-
sure on the memory hierarchy since they significantly increase the bandwidth
requirements. This is easily observable for the shared L3 cache, since in the
multi-core context it has to supply data for multiple L2 caches instead of only
for one, as it used to be the case for single-core processors. As a result, L3
generates more requests further down the memory hierarchy leading to a nat-
ural off-chip DRAM traffic escalation when the cores number increase. With
a memory bandwidth increase limited by the pin count growth, which is about
10% per year, and considering that the an on-chip core number is doubling ev-
ery 18 months, today’s processor designers are facing a bandwidth wall [68].
The provided off-chip memory bandwidth should sustain the rate at which
memory requests are generated, otherwise adding more cores to the chip will
not yield any additional performance. Thus, it is futile to expect overall perfor-
mance gains from multi-core systems proportional to the increase in the cores
number without substantial memory and its afferent interconnection redesign.

Several methods to increase the off-chip bandwidth have been proposed. A
shared DRAM controller design that provides a fair thread DRAM access
policy to boost system throughput is introduced in [69]. A self-optimizing
memory controller design that operates using the principles of reinforcement
learning is presented in [70]. In [71] the authors propose to exploit processor
inactivity periods due to memory stalls, i.e., when the processor is waiting for
data to be fetched from the off-chip memories, in order to improve off-chip
bandwidth. Based on the fact that in those pausing intervals the processor
requires much less power, since the frequency is usually scaled down some
power delivery pins become available and can be used for data transport to en-
sure extra bandwidth. Unfortunately, while being able to bring certain benefits,
the presented methods off-chip bandwidth increase is limited, since in the best
case it can only reach a theoretical maximum, which considering the current
pin number constraints, is not sufficient to feed the multi-processor cores with
enough data.

A step forward from the technology perspective is represented by the emer-
gence of three dimensional stacked ICs, which seem to provide a promising
solution to this DRAM bandwidth problem, since they allow for an amount of
interconnection unconceivable in current 2D off-chip designs [72]. While we
detail this approach later in this chapter (see Section 1.2), it is important to
note here that it puts additional pressure on the last level shared cache, which
is expected to become the data traffic bottleneck at the processor to DRAM
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frontier. Thus, it is of high interest to investigate novel multi-port memory
designs to be employed as shared caches, such that a sustained high amount
of parallel accesses can be served and processor data availability is ensured, a
topic that is addressed in Chapter 2 of this thesis.

In the next subsection we focus on static power dissipation, which reduction
represents another modern processor design challenge that emerged due to
technology scaling.

1.1.3 Processor Design Within a Restricted Power Envelope

CMOS technology was renowned for its manufacturing process simplicity and
its almost ”zero” static power consumption characteristic, aspects which con-
tributed substantially to its dominance. However, already since reaching the
Very-Large-Scale Integration (VLSI) level, that enabled ICs to hold hundreds
of thousands of transistors, power consumption developed as the most impor-
tant constraint in circuit design, overcoming traditional area and delay met-
rics [73]. Generally speaking, CMOS circuit power dissipation can be broken
up into three main categories: dynamic, short circuit, and static power. In
the past, its dynamic constituent represented the main dissipation source and
performance-driven technology scaling allowed for substantial dynamic power
consumption reductions. However, since the MOSFET threshold voltage scal-
ability frontier limits the power supply voltage reduction, technology scaling
is no longer able to sustain the same amount of power reduction [74]. In addi-
tion, static power, which is dissipated by leakage currents that flow even when
the device is inactive, increases abruptly with technology scaling and becomes
a significant component of the overall power consumption [75; 76]. There
are several leakage sources for MOS transistors [77], with the most significant
being considered the subthreshold leakage, the gate leakage, and the junction
leakage [57]. According to ITRS [78] subthreshold and gate leakage are pro-
jected to exponentially increase with MOSFET feature size scaling. The gate
leakage current is relatively smaller then the subthreshold leakage for older
technologies, but it is expected to be comparable to the subthreshold leakage
current in the deep nanometer nodes [77].

Since in modern chip multiprocessor systems a significant real estate is
dedicated for storage, in some cases considerably larger than 50%, mem-
ory represents a major contributor to the overall system power consump-
tion [8; 79; 80; 81; 82; 83; 84]. Experimental results from [80] indicate that
the leakage power consumption of L2 caches becomes almost 40% of the total
power of cores, interconnect, and L2 caches. Simulations from [84] suggest
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that the total static energy ranges from 80%, for a two-core two-issue 8 MB L2
processor, down to 30%, for an eight-core eight-issue 1 MB L2 processor. For
mobile targeted devices, in which the processors are designed in a less aggres-
sive manner in order to fit within a tight power budget, the caches can account
for 25% to 50% of the total power consumption [8]. Thus, reducing the mem-
ory power consumption directly implies an important overall energy benefit
for chip multiprocessor systems and there has been a large body of work in
this direction.

Several circuit level memory power reduction techniques were proposed, e.g.,
forced transistor stacking [85] or PMOS-based pull-up networks with domino
logic [86]. Alternatives that combine circuit with architectural techniques were
also introduced. One of the first such approach [87; 88], which is also mostly
employed, consists in gating (shutting off) the SRAM cells comprising inactive
cache blocks. The decision upon which cache blocks are turned off is crucial
since it is highly desirable to obtain significant power benefits with little penal-
ties in terms of performance. For single threaded single processor systems the
decision can be taken by considering the characteristics of the only executing
program, thus cache blocks are turned off if they are not accessed for a pre-
defined, or dynamically adapted, threshold time-out cycles [89; 90; 91; 92].
For chip multiprocessor systems many challenges are present since multiple
threads are simultaneously executed on multiple processors and their cache
blocks might interact with each other. Several methods were proposed, includ-
ing virtual exclusion [93], an architectural technique that saves L2 caches leak-
age by keeping the data portion of repetitive but infrequently accessed cache
lines off, given that locality allows for such entries to be already present in
L1. Other approaches consist in turning off cache lines by using the coherence
protocol invalidations, utilizing cache decay techniques specific for coherent
caches [94], employing a dynamical way adaptation mechanism [95; 96], or
by exploiting replicated cache blocks [80]. It is important to mention that for
all the above techniques performance penalties are incurred.

Despite of all the above efforts, a static power increase with threshold voltage
reduction is always expected for future CMOS devices. This represents a seri-
ous technology scaling limitation that generates a stringent need to investigate
alternative memory designs based on the utilization of emerging devices with
”zero” leakage currents. Before completely moving to novel emerging devices,
considering the CMOS technology maturity, hybrid approaches seem to be the
next natural step forward, a direction which is further explored in more detail
in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
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In the next subsection we focus on the last modern processor design challenge
addressed in this dissertation, the ensuring of dependable memory operation in
the context of increased technology scaling induced device variability.

1.1.4 Memory Dependability in the Nano Scale Era

In addition to the above presented static power wall emergence, with technol-
ogy feature size reduction increasingly smaller geometries should be handled.
This leads to a less precise manufacturing process, with more defects being
induced, which make transistors more prone to various in-field failures. Main-
taining ICs reliability at the desired market demanded level became a critical
challenge which is to be addressed both at design-time and at runtime [97].

Memories are susceptible to both hard failures, related to the physical break-
down of a device or an interconnect, and soft errors, usually triggered by ra-
diation striking a chip that corrupts the stored information. Considering that
memory cells are typically designed with a minimum silicon area and occupy
most chip real estate, memories are most sensitive to process variations and
device mismatch than other semiconductor-based electronic devices. Fortu-
nately, their regular structure makes it easy to enhance their design such that
repair mechanism are incorporated to improve reliability. Such a method con-
sists in the addition of redundant spare rows and columns for hard error cor-
rection. This dates back many decades, being firstly proposed and utilized for
64 Kb DRAMs in 1979 [98]. The employed spare types as well as their num-
ber depend on the anticipated defect density, with the important mention that
even a small amount of redundant elements can make a big difference in yield.
Originally, testing and repair, i.e., bad rows/columns disabling and spares al-
location, were performed in factory, with special equipment being required for
that. With device miniaturization, it became possible to incorporate built-in
self test and repair mechanisms in memory chips and allow for on-field test
and repair.

Since scaling trends have considerably reduced memory cell size, an increas-
ing soft error rate has been observed. This is due to the smaller charge stored
on the memory cells and the considerable increase in chip storage capac-
ity [57]. Memories became extremely sensitive to soft errors and Error Correc-
tion Codes (ECCs) have been utilized to cope with this issue. Extended Ham-
ming ECCs [99], which are still the norm in this respect, use additional 8 check
bits to any 64-bit memory word to correct one error and detect any pair of er-
rors in the word. The additional check bits and the corresponding mechanism
increase memory area and add delay penalties, but Single Error Correction
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Double Error Detection (SECDED) ECCs able to make use of information re-
dundancy to improve reliability have been utilised for decades. However, once
entering the 100 nm era, Multi-Bit Upsets (MBU) become much more fre-
quent since a particle hitting a memory array creates disturbances in multiple
physically adjacent cells [100; 101; 102; 103]. Column interleaving methods
[104; 105; 106] were proposed as a solution but this seems not to suffice any
longer as according to [107] an MBU multiplicity of over 100 bits is predicted
for 32 nm and 22 nm SRAM generations. This clearly suggests that state of the
art schemes are not effective any longer and research effort is required towards
improved ECC techniques capable to cope with the increasing error amount.

In view of the above, it is crucial to investigate alternative avenues that en-
hance memory dependability. More specifically, designs that allow for in-
creased spare access could provide improved possibilities for memory repair.
In addition, Multi-Error Correction (MEC) codes might provide the means to
mitigate the detrimental effects of high MBU multiplicity. We follow in this
thesis both directions in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. The context of the emerging
technology enablers is detailed in the following section.

1.2 Technology Enablers

With CMOS technology reaching its scaling limits [108; 109] and the strin-
gent need to maintain the same computing systems performance rate gains,
a multitude of alternatives are being investigated. In the following we pro-
vide a brief overview of emerging technologies that could continue the same
miniaturization and performance trends established in the Moore’s law context,
while providing means to overcome the processor design challenges detailed
in Section 1.1.

1.2.1 3D Integration Technology

Conventional ICs are sandwich-like structures created by superimposing sev-
eral layers of conducting and insulating materials. The base surface for the
manufacturing process comes in the form of a silicon wafer that serves as both
mechanical support and electrical common point. Utilizing a fabrication se-
quence that involves a series of deposition, lithography, etching, and implant
steps, a transistors layer is firstly built on the silicon substrate, after which sev-
eral metal interconnect layers are constructed [57]. By harnessing the third
vertical dimension, the technology to manufacture 3D integrated circuits can
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vertically stack multiple such traditional IC layers. 3D integration technology
is emerging as a promising avenue to overcome some physical, technologi-
cal, and economical limits encountered in conventional ICs. In the following
we detail the motivations behind the 3D technology development, afterwards
continue with a brief 3D technology manufacturing classification, and end this
subsection by presenting state of the art 3D technology utilization proposals
for memory hierarchies.

Motivation

The development of the 3D integrated circuit technology has been driven by
the need to provide viable solutions to issues that cannot be any longer properly
addressed only within the framework of planar IC designs as follows:

• Interconnect latency
The continuous transistor feature size down-scaling has shifted the dom-
inant latency factor from devices to interconnection wires [110]. Con-
temporary TSVs are copper pillars with electrical properties compara-
ble with normal metal wires. By placing adjacent blocks on top of
each other, millimeter long wires can now be shortened to the microm-
eter lengths of the vertical interconnections. In [111] it is theoretically
proven that by 3D stacking global interconnect wire length scale with
the square root of the stacked layer number.

• Power consumption
Shortening of wires also has a direct effect on power usage as less heat
is dissipated in the wires. Although a vertical interconnection is ex-
pected to dissipate more heat than a normal horizontal metal wire, the
significant reduction in total wire length plus the fact that wire repeaters
are no longer required, compensate so that the global power consump-
tion is lower for a 3D stack. Even more, larger power savings are ob-
tained through the removal of now obsolete power-hungry transceivers
for inter-die communications links, i.e., high speed parallel and/or se-
rial links between processing cores or between cores and memory, in 2D
system in package realizations.

• Heterogeneous integration
The ability to integrate heterogeneous technologies onto the same chip
has been one of the first and main drivers as there are a large number of
applications which can benefit greatly from this, ranging from micro-
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Figure 1.6: 3D technology classification.

and nano-sensors with Micro-/Nano-Electro-Mechanical-Systems and
CMOS logic layers to high-performance computing cluster nodes with
optical, memory and logic layers. Furthermore, various emerging tech-
nologies proposed to replace CMOS-based computing can use 3D tech-
nology as an enabler for hybrid transitional circuits.

• Form factor
Apart from system architecture related aspects and performance, the
form factor of the complete system can be a key factor precluding the
utilization of 2D circuits in space confined applications. By allowing
for vertical chip grows 3D stacking opens more miniaturization oppor-
tunities of which many applications could benefit from and in this way
enable new applications introduction [112].

3D Technology Classification

In the last few years, 3D technology has garnered a lot of interest and signifi-
cant progress towards commercial availability has been made. Several manu-
facturing approaches are currently prototyped consisting of three main classes,
as depicted in Figure 1.6: 3D packaging, 3D monolithic, and 3D die stacking.

In 3D packaging, multiple dies are stacked vertically at the packaging level.
Interconnects between the dies I/Os are typically formed by wire-bonding, flip-
chip, or Ball-Grid-Array (BGA) stacking, approaches that provide the lowest
interconnect density from all the mentioned 3D classes. A subclass of the 3D
packaging approach is the System-in-Package (SiP), in which the system com-
prises severals stacked ICs internally connected by fine wires bonded to the
substrate and packaged in a single chip. Being the most mature approach, SiPs
are widely employed in mobile devices, digital cameras, and portable audio
players [113; 114]. Another 3D packaging subclass is Package-On-Package
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(PoP) technology where multiple packaged chips are stacked vertically [113].
This can include several SiPs packages.

In the 3D monolithic approach [115] the first circuit layer is constructed in a
similar fashion to traditional 2D CMOS ICs. Next, a dielectric is added on
what would have been the last metal layer for the 2D only approach, on which
a new circuit layer consisting of transistors and several metal layers is built.
This procedure is repeated until the desired number of 3D circuit layers is
achieved, which are interconnected using nano-scale inter layer vias, with no
bonding materials being required between the circuit layers. While the mono-
lithic approach provides the highest vertical interconnect density between the
stacked layers, it is very challenging to ensure a low-temperature process for
the upper devices in order to not destroy the metallization and devices in the
bottom layers [116].

An alternative approach is 3D die stacking, which consists in manufacturing
each circuit layer on a separate silicon wafer and then bond either wafers,
sliced dies, or sliced dies to unsliced wafers to create 3D Stacked Integrated
Circuits (3D-SIC). The inter-die interconnection link can be either physi-
cally implemented by micro-bumps and/or with Through-Silicon-Vias (TSVs)
[112; 117; 118], or by employing a contactless communication method based
on capacitive [119; 120] or inductive coupling [121; 122]. Contactless inter-
connection schemes face several challenges, the most prominent consisting in
ensuring power supply, that slow down their adoption [123]. On the contrary,
utilizing TSVs as interconnects between stacked planar dies is perceived as
being the most promising approach for the current technology status [124],
which is also sustained by the fact that semiconductors industry players have
already announced TSV based stacked chip products [125; 126].

A special class of die stacking, known as ”2.5D”, consists in ”stacking” multi-
ple dies side-by-side on a silicon interposer carrier, a technology that is already
supported by certain design tools [127]. The interposer is only used to connect
the active dies by means of TSVs and wires, which makes 2.5D-SICs easier to
manufacture, however they are typically less effective than 3D-SICs in terms of
power dissipation in interconnects, bandwidth, and off-chip I/O density [128].

In this dissertation we focus on TSV-based 3D-SICs, which are detailed next.

TSV Based 3D-SICs

The idea of vertically integrating multiple layers of active electronic com-
ponents into a single circuit through TSVs was envisioned more than 50
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Figure 1.7: TSV based 3D integration.

years ago [129]. It was revisited multiple times since then, when semi-
conductor engineers thought Moore’s law could be stalled by technology is-
sues [129; 130; 131]. In Figure 1.7 is depicted a conceptual 3 layer TSV
based 3D integrated circuit that employs the two main stacking techniques,
i.e., Face-to-Face (F2F) and Face-to-Back (F2B). In F2F bonding two tiers are
stacked such that the very top metal layers are connected. Note that since wafer
bonding does not go through a thick buried silicon layer, micro-bumps can be
employed as tier interconnects. In F2B bonding device layers are stacked with
the top metal layer of one bonded together with the substrate of the other one,
requiring in this case TSVs utilization [132]. TSVs are actually holes that tra-
verse the entire silicon substrate and are filled with a conducting material, e.g.,
copper or tungsten, in order to allow for inter tier communication. TSVs for-
mation can occur at several IC manufacturing stages: via-first, via-middle, via-
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last, and via-after-stacking [133]. Via-first TSVs are manufactured prior to the
front-end of line, i.e., before transistors are fabricated, and must be filled with
doped poly-silicon which has a relatively high resistance. Via-middle TSVs are
manufactured between the front-end of line and back-end of line, i.e., before
the metal layers are fabricated and typically copper or tungsten is utilized as
filling material. Via-last TSVs are manufactured after back-end of line, either
prior or post thinning. Compared to via-first and via-middle TSVs, via-last
TSVs have the advantage that foundries without TSV processing equipment
already may manufacture the whole IC. Finally, in the via-after-stacking ap-
proach TSVs are manufactured as the last 3D processing step.

With respect to bonding, there are three methods: Die-to-Die (D2D), Die-
to-Wafer (D2W), and Wafer-to-Wafer (W2W) [133]. Although complex, a
high alignment accuracy is feasible in D2D and D2W bonding at the cost of
a low production throughput. On the other hand, handling very small dies
becomes impractical for both D2D and D2W methods, which is simpler for
W2W bonding. However, W2W bonding requires stacking dies with same
sizes, which makes this approach only suitable for applications with a high
degree of regularity, e.g., memories and FPGAs. In addition, W2W stacking
negatively impacts the compound yield as it is impossible to prevent good
dies stacking over bad dies. This is not the case in D2D and D2W bonding
methods, which make use of pre-bond testing prior to the actual stacking to
prevent faulty dies from entering the 3D mounting process, which results in an
improved compound yield [133].

Having detailed the 3D-SIC technology, next we focus on state of the art re-
search that attempts to exploit its benefits in today’s complex memory hierar-
chy subsystems.

3D Memory Hierarchies

Harvesting 3D technology advantages is possible at different circuit and ar-
chitectural levels. First, memories as independent circuits can directly benefit
from, e.g., the 3D wire length reduction, since their internal regular structure
facilitates for easy storage element distribution across multiple layers. Vari-
ous 3D caches and DRAMs have been proposed in this direction, and even
commercial products, such as [125], are available. Additionally, new avenues
are also opened at the circuit level in terms of facilitating reliability improve-
ments [134; 135]. Next, the entire multiprocessor memory hierarchy can ben-
efit from 3D technology, since memories themselves can be distributed in the
chip 3D space. Thus, technology can ease again the introduction of new archi-
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tectural concepts. In the following we review some key strategies applicable
at both circuit and architecture levels.

The process of partitioning memories across multiple device layers can take
place at different granularities as follows:

• Array stacking
The coarsest 3D memory granularity partitioning takes place at the array
level and consists in stacking multiple arrays on the top of each other.
We include in here also entire bank stacking, i.e., multiple cell arrays
with their afferent address decoders, write drivers, etc. An important
overall reduction in wire length is obtained (about 50% for certain con-
figurations), which is translated into significant power and delay gains
[136; 137; 138]. The 3D 2 Gb DRAM manufactured by Samsung re-
ported in [125] is based on this bank stacking approach.

• Intra-array stacking
This approach, considered to lead to a true 3D memory [136], breaks
the array boundaries and consists in splitting the cells connected to the
same bit-line or word-line in groups and placing each group on a differ-
ent tier [136; 137; 138]. The first approach is also known as divided-
columns while the latter as divided-rows. The peripheral logic, i.e., row
decoders, sense amplifiers, column select logic, etc., can be separated
from cell arrays and placed on one dedicated layer. This allows for an
independent optimization of the peripheral logic for speed, while the
cell arrays can be arranged to meet other criteria, e.g., density, foot-
print, thermal, etc. Research in this area has been performed for both
SRAMs [136; 137] and DRAMs [139; 140]. Examples of 3D manufac-
tured SRAMs and DRAMs based on cells stacked on logic are presented
in [141]and [142; 143], respectively.

• Intra-cell (bit) partitioning
At this finest granularity level memory cell components are split among
one or more layers. The relative small cell size makes the actual imple-
mentation of this splitting approach rather impossible for DRAMs. Nev-
ertheless, this option can be feasible for multi-port SRAM arrays, used
for example in register file implementations, since they have a larger
area than the single port ones, and the cell access transistors could be
split among multiple layers [136].

Finally, we add that the previously mentioned partitioning techniques are or-
thogonal, thus they can be simultaneously utilized in the construction of large
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3D memories, e.g., memory cell stacking together with array stacking for the
implementation of a large shared cache instance. In addition, it could be de-
sirable to apply different 3D partitioning strategies for different components
in the memory hierarchy, e.g., intra-cell partitioning for register files, memory
cell stacking for caches, and array stacking for main memory. This results in
a complex influence of the partitioning granularity on the rest of the design
space parameters, which further increases the existing memory hierarchy de-
sign complexity.

With several 3D memories being successfully prototyped and demonstrated,
research further focused at the computing system level. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 1.1.2, in the current 2D setup the main memory is located faraway from
the processor, residing somewhere out on the motherboard, and the limited
processor package pin number considerably restricts the bandwidth available
for the processor. In addition, according to the ITRS, the package pin num-
ber is projected to grow only slightly in the coming years and most of these
additional pins will be employed for power delivery, instead of data trans-
mission. In an attempt to shrink the processor memory performance gap
several solutions have been proposed towards breaking the current proces-
sor memory chip boundaries by combining them by means of 3D stacking
[72; 144; 145; 146; 147]. Such an approach allows for an increased main
memory bus width that can potentially provide enough bandwidth to serve the
large amount of requests issued by higher memory hierarchy caches.

It is important to mention that current projections forecast that only up to 1 GB
of DRAM can be economically stacked with a processor [148]. This may
suffice for implementations targeting certain embedded system applications,
but for mainstream computing the die-stacked memory can only serve as an
additional last-level cache, or as a subset of the system’s main memory [148].

An additional important benefit of 3D integration consists in the possibility
of integrating multiple technology types. We detail next other technologies
that are being investigated currently in terms of possible CMOS memory re-
placements and analyze their potential to successfully act as part of hybrid 3D
stacked memories.

1.2.2 Emerging Technologies

Currently, a number of new emerging memory technologies, such as Spin
Torque Transfer RAM (STT-MRAM ) [149], Phase-change RAM (PCRAM)
[150], Resistive RAM (RRAM) [151], and Ferroelectric RAMs (FRAM)
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[152; 153; 154], are being explored as potential alternatives for existing SRAM
and DRAM memories in future computing systems [155]. Such emerging
memories should ideally provide SRAM speed, DRAM density, and FLASH
non-volatility, without having any other drawbacks, which unfortunately is
not the case. As an example, STT-RAM features non-volatility, fast writ-
ing/reading speed (< 10 ns), high programming endurance (> 1015 cycles),
and zero standby power [155]. Thus, utilizing high-density STT-RAM to re-
place SRAM for caches can reduce the cache miss rate due to larger capacity
and thus improve performance. However, the large STT-RAM write latency
could induce substantial performance degradation for write-intensive applica-
tions. Also, using high density STT-RAM as an additional last cache level
before the off-package DRAM can potentially result in substantial average
memory access time reductions. However, the cost and complexity of imple-
menting such an approach could be avoided by increasing the currently present
last level cache implemented with traditional SRAM technology [155]. An-
other emerging contendent, the PCRAM, is not fast enough to be employed in
caches and does not have the necessary endurance, issues from which RRAM
also partly suffers. It can be noticed that the presented emerging technologies
stem various design trade-offs [156], but the quest towards an ideal and uni-
versal memory technology [157], that would eliminate the need for the current
complex memory hierarchies is still on.

Other alternative devices that emerged in the more then Moore context are
based on Nano-Electro-Mechanical (NEM) technology. NEM-Relays are elec-
trostatic switches with three terminals that rely on a nano-size mechanical
beam to electrically open or close a contact [158]. They feature abrupt switch-
ing, due to the electromechanical instability at a certain threshold voltage, and
”zero” IOFF , due to the air gap that separates the oxide and the suspended
gate in the OFF state. Thus, NEM-Relays potentially offer reduced static en-
ergy consumption, however, they require large control voltage, which nega-
tively impacts the dynamic energy consumption. NEM Field Effect Transistors
(NEMFETs) are another class of nano-electro-mechanical devices for which
the surface potential at the oxide semiconductor interface is controlled by a
mechanically moving beam acting as a suspended gate [159]. In this case the
current flows through the formed FET channel and not through the beam, as it
is the case for NEM-Relays. NEMFETs initial application domain was sens-
ing [160], but due to their extremely low IOFF current several studies proposed
them as viable candidates for power saving sleep transistors [161; 162]. Their
main drawback is represented by the large switching delay, which for the time
being could not be reduced under 1 ns due to the beam movement [78].
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Features such as electromechanical hysteresis and sticking make NEM devices
attractive for memory applications [163; 164; 165; 166; 167]. The design of a
three NEM relay based bitcell architecture is presented in [168]. In [161] the
authors replaced SRAM’s CMOS inverters with NEMFET equivalent counter-
parts and reported a substantial 8× leakage reduction at the expense of area
and latency overheads. A less power effective approach, which replaces only
the nMOS transistors with NEM relays resulting in a diminished area and de-
lay overhead was presented in [169], while, the assessment of such memory
cell for thermal management was presented in [170]. A preliminary study of
NEMFET-based 1T DRAM memory cells was presented in [171]. In [172]
the authors identify the storage capability of a single NEMFET inverter, which
opens new opportunities in this area. In view of the above discussion, we be-
lieve that NEMFET’s inverter potential can be further fostered by its utilization
in 3D hybrid memory designs and investigate this research avenue in Chapter 3
of this thesis.

Having introduced the state of the art relevant for our investigations we can
further proceed with the formulation of the research questions to be addressed
in this dissertation.

1.3 Research Questions

As presented in Section 1.2, 3D technology proved successful in increasing
the overall computing systems memory hierarchy performance [72; 173]. 3D
memory folding resulted in significant speed-up when applied at the bottom
level memory hierarchy components, i.e., main memory and Last Level Caches
(LLCs), which previously suffered from long access times due to their large
size [136; 137]. Moreover, the traditional memory side narrow interconnec-
tion width confined by physical constraints, such as limited package I/O pins,
has been significantly increased: 3D integration allowed for a wide memory
interconnection width [72; 144; 145; 174]. Since the multi-core architecture
paradigm shift, the memory hierarchy was adapted and included shared LLCs
in order to efficiently serve multiple simultaneous accesses. LLCs internal
banking organization allows them to serve a number of multiple requests in
parallel as long as the addresses point to different banks, i.e., there are no bank
conflicts. With 3D technology leveraging a wide DRAM interface the memory
hierarchy hot spot now seems to be located at the LLCs and, as the core num-
ber is constantly scaling up, the concurrent accesses number is also increasing
beyond what current LLCs can offer. Thus, it is of great interest to investigate
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what 3D can bring in this context and the following question arises:

• Can 3D TSV-based technology be successfully employed in design-
ing banked multi-port memories with low bank conflict rate and
similar to true multi-port designs performance?

Novel 3D memory designs that go beyond traditional 3D folding should be
investigated and evaluated in this context. Ideally, such 3D banked multi-port
memories should avoid the burden of extra costs associated with true multi-
port memory designs, while not incurring additional performance penalties.
In addition, their tiers should be identical in order to reduce manufacturing
costs. Due to their memory hierarchy location between main memory and
first level caches, such memories should be able to handle different data width
accesses, given that the CPU side and long term storage side access granularity
requirements are different. With such complex and often contradictory design
considerations various trade-offs arise, which should be analyzed. We address
this question in Chapter 2 by proposing a versatile polyhedral banked multi-
port memory able to ensure a reduced conflict probability.

The next focus is on power dissipation, which became one of the most major
processor design concerns. As detailed in Section 1.1, leakage power, once
insignificant for the micro-technology generation of ICs, increases abruptly
and becomes the total power dissipation dominant component for sub 100 nm
CMOS technology nodes [79; 80; 81; 82; 83; 84]. This makes it more
challenging for designers and exploring alternative avenues based on, i.e.,
emerging technologies, becomes of great interest in order to be able to ful-
fill constrained power requirements, as detailed in Section 1.2. Nano-Electro-
Mechanical (NEM) devices are known to exhibit ultra-low leakage currents
and abrupt switching, two important characteristics in low power design. How-
ever, they are known to suffer from low switching speeds when compared to
CMOS devices. In this context we want to investigate if NEMS and CMOS de-
vices can be combined to obtain memory arrays that fully exploit the benefits
of both technologies. This leads to the following research question:

• Can 3D stacked TSV-based technology allow for the successful har-
vesting of both the appealing NEMS devices low power properties
as well as the CMOS devices proven versatility via their hybrid in-
tegration?

To answer this questions we should investigate if such a hybrid 3D memory
can exhibit the low power consumption specific to NEMS devices, while re-
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taining the quick access times of CMOS only counterparts. Furthermore, we
are interested in determining if and by what margin can 3D integration reduce
the real estate costs. The potential performance of such hybrid memory arrays
for different capacities and memory utilization scenarios from a system level
perspective should be evaluated. Last but not least it is of interest to deter-
mine at what level in the memory hierarchy can hybrid memories be utilized
as CMOS only valid replacements. We address all this issues in Chapter 3,
where we propose and evaluate a low power hybrid NEMS-CMOS memory.

Having addressed the performance and power issues, we can shift our attention
to dependability aspects. More specifically, to the memory systems trustwor-
thiness in terms of readiness (availability) and continuity in providing correct
service. As a first step, it has been suggested that 3D integration brings new
opportunities for memory repair [139; 175]. The vertical proximity, which is
inherent in 3D stacked memories, can be exploited to expand the memory re-
pairability space with the unused redundant resources from neighboring dies.
However, the actual implementations details are still to be explored. Hence,
this shapes our next research question as follows:

• Can state-of-the-art TSV-based 3D integration allow for cost effec-
tive memory repair implementations?

In this context, it is of great interest to investigate what infrastructure has to
be embedded into a 3D memory such that spares located on remote dies can
be made available to partially faulty memory arrays. This infrastructure has
to allow for a user transparent maintenance mechanism able to operate on-
line repairs without affecting the normal memory operation and the eventual
incurred penalties are to be determined and evaluated. Various implementation
design avenues are to be investigated for both row and column redundancy
and their overhead on the memory organization determined. Furthermore, we
should clearly identify how reasonable is this overhead for current state of the
art TSV technologies. We address this question in Chapter 4 by proposing
and evaluating several implementations schemes for 3D memory redundancy
based repair.

As mentioned in Section 1.1.4, ECCs supplement redundancy based repair in
enabling memory dependability. Conventional memory correction heavily re-
lies on extended Hamming codes to ensure Single Error Correction (SEC) and
Double Error Detection (DED), for which 8 check bits are required to protect
64 data bits resulting in an additional 12.5% storage overhead. However, for
current technologies a particle hitting a memory array creates disturbances in
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multiple physical adjacent cells such that SEC-DED combined with column
interleaving techniques are not any longer sufficient in alleviating the large
amount of multi-bit upsets. This leads to the following research question:

• Is it possible to exploit the 3D memories inherent structure to per-
form multi-error correction within the same redundancy overhead
as single error correction, with no incurred performance penalties?

By investigating the utilization of more complex codes that allow for multi-
error correction, e.g., Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH), an answer could
be provided in this direction. It is worth mentioning that in order to achieve
efficient multi-error correction such codes require that the encoding/decoding
process is performed on longer codewords than the usual memory read I/O
employed for extended Hamming SEC-DED. The circuit complexity required
to allow for the longer codewords transfer to the codecs location and back
could result in considerable footprint and latency increases. Thus, this opera-
tion seems very cost inefficient if is to be handled in traditional 2D circuits, but
could potentially be easily performed in 3D by making use of the fast wide-
I/O TSV-based vertical access mechanism. A balance has to be found between
coding complexity, which has a direct impact on the additional incurred costs,
and the desired correction capability. We address this question in Chapter 5.

Another alternative for multi-error correction ECCs is represented by Low
Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes, also known as Gallager codes [176].
Proposed as concept in the 1960s, LDPC codes were generally forgotten for
decades since it was very difficult to build competitive implementations with
the existing technology in those times. In the 1990s their performance was
proven substantially better than that of standard convolutional and concate-
nated codes, exhibiting close to the Shannon performance limit error correc-
tion capabilities [177; 178]. At the same time, technology advancements made
LDPC implementations possible, and, being rediscovered, LDPCs started to be
utilized for sending messages over noisy transmission channels. They proved
extremely efficient and are employed in nowadays communication standards
such as Wifi (802.11n) and the WiMAX. With respect to memories, in view of
their implementation difficulties, translated into long encoding/decoding laten-
cies, LDPC utilization was considered only very recently at very low memory
hierarchy levels when Solid State Drives (SSDs) protection switched to LDPC,
as reported in [179; 180]. In this context, one can also wonder if LDPC can
be employed at higher memory hierarchy levels, such as main memory and
caches. Thus, the following research question arises:
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• Can 3D integration enable the utilization of powerful state-of-the-
art telecommunication error correction techniques for enhanced
protection at higher memory hierarchy levels?

Due to the large variety of LDPC implementation possibilities a design space
exploration should be performed first in order to identify the best LDPC can-
didates for memory applications. Compared to BCH codes, LDPCs are sup-
posed to provide better correction capabilities at the expense of requiring even
larger codewords and longer iterative decoding time. If error correction opera-
tions are performed on the fly, a significant memory performance degradation
is expected in terms of throughput, latency, and energy consumption. Thus,
an adaptive scrubbing error correction modus operandi is a preferred choice,
such that the error correction process does not interfere with the normal mem-
ory operation. In this context it is of great interest to investigate the eventual
penalties incurred for this approach at the system level. We address this ques-
tion in Chapter 6.

1.4 Dissertation Contributions

In this section, we highlight the main contributions of the research work de-
scribed in this dissertation, as follows:

• We introduce a novel 3D multi-port memory consisting of multiple iden-
tical banks stacked on top of each other, forming a polyhedral structure,
that leverages a wide TSV-based data link distributed over the entire
memory array. The proposed polyhedral memory supports two orthog-
onal interfaces: (i) a wide-I/O interface realized vertically through TSV
bundles that traverse the entire memory IC stack, and, (ii) a side (hori-
zontal) one, with a lower data width, but with multiple bank-type access
ports. The TSV bundles are selectively connected at run-time to the in-
ternal data lines in every sub-bank and, in addition to supporting the
wide-I/O interface, facilitate horizontal port access to/from a non-local
bank (located on a different die) and wide internal data transfers. A re-
duced rate of bank conflicts is obtained due to the creation of a number
of virtual banked ports, greater than the number of physical banks in the
memory, while the identical layout structure of all memory dies reduces
the manufacturing cost. We study the utilization of our proposal as a
last level cache and compared it against traditional banked multi-port
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2D implementations, considering relevant metrics: (i) access time, (ii)
footprint, and (iii) leakage and dynamic energy consumption per access
cycle. The 3D polyhedral cache access time is in general smaller than
the one of its planar counterparts, with up to 50% reduction in the best
case, while the inherent smaller footprint due to 3D stacking directly in-
fluences the active energy consumption, which is almost 8× smaller, for
an 8-die 8 MB cache, when compared to planar counterparts. Further-
more, considerable leakage reductions of up to 2× are obtained. Our re-
sults indicate that the proposed polyhedral memory clearly outperforms
traditional 2D designs for all the considered metrics. In addition, by
providing a high bandwidth interconnection with the main memory and
ensuring a lower bank conflict rate, the proposed polyhedral memory
represents a promising candidate for last level cache implementations.

• We introduce a dual-port 3D-stacked hybrid memory that combines the
ultra low power NEMFET capabilities with the mature and fast CMOS
technology. The proposed hybrid memory relies on NEMFET based in-
verters for data storage, and on adjacent CMOS-based logic to allow for
quick read/write operations and to ensure data preservation. We study
the utilization of our hybrid memory proposal as an alternative to tra-
ditional CMOS only SRAMs in L1 and L2 cache implementations of
various capacities. About two orders of magnitude static energy reduc-
tion were obtained for the proposed hybrid implementations, which is
due to NEMFET’s extremely low OFF current, and a slightly increased
dynamic energy consumption, while an approximately 55% larger foot-
print was required. The read access time is similar with the SRAM
counterparts, while for write operations it is between 2× to 3× higher,
depending on the memory size, as it is dominated by the mechanical
movement of the NEMFET’s suspended gate. In order to determine the
potential implications at the system level, we consider as evaluation ve-
hicle a state of the art mobile out-of-order processor core equipped with
32 kB instruction and data L1 caches, and a unified 2 MB L2 cache.
We evaluate different scenarios in terms of Instructions-Per-Cycle (IPC)
and energy consumption on a set of SPEC benchmarks. Our simulations
indicate that for the considered applications, despite of their increased
write access time, 3D hybrid L2 cache instances inflict insignificant IPC
penalty while providing substantial energy savings of 38% on average,
when compared with CMOS only implementations. For L1 instruction
caches the IPC penalty is also almost insignificant, while for L1 data
caches IPC decreases between 1% to 12% were measured. In addition,
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no energy benefits were recorded for any of the L1 instances. Our exper-
iments suggest that the proposed hybrid NEMFET-CMOS memories can
be seen as viable candidates to CMOS only alternatives for L2 caches.

• We propose a repair framework for 3D memories based on a provider-
consumer pair scheme that allows for inter-die row and column redun-
dant resources sharing. Whenever a memory array has utilized all of
its spare resources and is still in need to be able to properly function, it
can ”consume” resources from a vertical adjacent memory present in a
3D stack, assuming that it is able to provide them. The proposed infras-
tructures assure that consumers are able to retrieve data from and store
data on the providers in a transparent manner, i.e., the providers func-
tion normally, despite their spares being accessed by a neighboring die.
Since area represents a sensitive issue in memory design it is important
to quantify the feasibility of this approach, considering that it requires
additional TSVs and logic. Our analysis in this direction suggests that
current TSV dimensions allow inter-die column repair schemes at the
expense of reasonable area overhead. For row repair, however, most
memory configurations require TSV dimensions to scale down at least
with one order of magnitude in order to make this approach a possible
candidate for 3D memory repair. We also studied the implications of
the proposed 3D repair schemes on the memory access time, with no
substantial delay overhead being identified for both inter-die row and
column approaches. Our findings indicate that 3D technology facilitates
cost effective memory repair implementations.

• We propose two novel error correction mechanisms, specially tai-
lored for polyhedral memories, that ensure effective memory protec-
tion against emerging multi-bit upsets, relying on the utilization of BCH
multi-error correction codes. The first approach, applied at the die level,
consists of placing the required BCH encoders/decoders coplanar with
the to be protected memory arrays, and utilizing a codeword length that
does not exceed the arrays I/O width. For the second approach, we ex-
tend the 3D memory stack with a dedicated tier on which error detection
and correction are performed. In addition, we propose to use data from
multiple memory array sources, to be able to form longer codewords and
employ more powerful codecs. This approach better exploits the polyhe-
dral memories internal organization, which allows for a smooth transfer
of the longer codewords to the dedicated die. We mention that the two
approaches can work independently or in synergy, which leads to the
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creation of a large design space from where the most appropriate scheme
can be chosen by balancing the desired error correction capability, while
fulfilling different overhead budgets in terms of memory footprint, la-
tency, and energy. To evaluate the error correction capability of our pro-
posals we consider as a case study a 4-die 4-MB polyhedral memory and
simulate various data width code implementations. The results indicate
that our proposals outperform state of the art Hamming based single er-
ror correction schemes in terms of error correction capability, being able
to diminish the Word Error Rates (WER) by many orders of magnitude,
e.g., WER from 10−10 to 10−21 are achieved for bit error probabilities
between 10−4 and 10−6, while requiring less redundancy overhead. We
also studied the actual implications of utilizing the proposed approaches
in terms of die footprint, latency, and energy consumption. Our findings
indicate that by relocating the encoders/decoders from the memory dies
to a dedicated one a 13% footprint reduction is obtained. If on the fly
encoding/decoding is performed, in addition to the normal memory op-
erations, overheads of up 40% and 83% are to be expected for read and
write operations, respectively. In addition, up to 93% energy consump-
tion increase was noticed for read operations, while almost insignificant
write energy increases were observed. To reduce the aforementioned
overheads we propose the utilization of an adaptive MEC policy that has
as main modus operandi a transparent scrubbing based approach, that
ensures error detection and correction decoupled from the normal mem-
ory operation, and performs on the fly encoding and decoding only when
the environmental conditions require so.

• We introduce a novel memory error correction mechanism which, in
contrast with state of the art extended Hamming based memory error
correction schemes, utilizes LDPC codes due to their close to the Shan-
non performance limit error correction capabilities. Since for efficient
error correction LDPCs require codewords much larger than contem-
porary memory I/O width, we build our approach on top of a polyhe-
dral memory in order to achieve a cost-effective implementation. In this
manner we take advantage of the 3D memories flexible, powerful, and
wide data access capabilities, that allow to quickly transfer the large
codewords over the 3D memory TSVs to a dedicated die, on which the
actual error correction and detection is performed. To make this process
transparent to the memory users, e.g., processing cores, we adopt an
online memory scrubbing procedure, i.e., at certain time periods the en-
tire memory is scanned and eventual errors are corrected. The scrubbing
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policy takes into account possible codeword invalidations that may occur
due to the utilization of codewords larger than the memory addressing
width. In addition, the error correction operation mode can be adapted
to more aggressive environmental conditions, which implies perform-
ing LDPC encoding/decoding on the fly with write and read operations,
but has a detrimental impact on performance in terms of throughput, la-
tency and energy consumption. To evaluate our proposal we consider
3D memories protected by the proposed LDPC mechanism with vari-
ous data width codes implementations. We restrict our analysis to what
we consider as the best approach for memory protection, i.e., conven-
tional fixed-point implementations of soft-decision decoding with par-
tially or fully parallel architecture under flooded scheduling LDPC de-
coders. Our simulations indicate that our proposal clearly outperforms
state of the art ECC schemes with fault tolerance improvements by a
4710× factor being obtained when compared to extended Hamming
ECC. Furthermore, we evaluate instances of the proposed memory con-
cept equipped with different LDPC codecs, implemented on a commer-
cial 40nm low-power CMOS technology and evaluate them on actual
memory traces in terms of error correction capability, area, latency, and
energy. When compared to state of the art extended Hamming ECC,
substantial improvements in error correction capabilities (memory er-
ror rates α < 3 × 10−2) are obtained by utilizing our proposed LDPC
protection mechanism.

1.5 Dissertation Organization

The remainder of the thesis is structured in 6 chapters as follows:

In Chapter 2 we introduce and evaluate a novel polyhedral banked multi-port
memory design that leverages the TSV-based 3D ICs benefits to provide high
bandwidth and close to true multi-port access (with low bank conflict rate). We
next asses and compare, by means of simulations, our proposal against state of
the art planar memory implementations.

In Chapter 3 we propose and evaluate a dual port 3D stacked hybrid memory
that relies on a NEMFET based inverter for data storage, to benefit from its
abrupt switching and hysteresis properties, and on adjacent CMOS logic for
data I/O, to benefit from its maturity, versatility, and performance.

In Chapter 4 we switch to memory repair and address low level issues re-
lated to this approach, with a focus on inter-die redundant memory resources
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sharing. Several repair schemes are proposed and analyzed in an attempt to de-
termine their potential for current and foreseeable 3D-TSV based technology.

In Chapter 5 we propose and evaluate a novel multi-error correction scheme
for 3D memories, which makes use of Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem codes.

In Chapter 6 we propose and evaluate a novel memory multi-error correction
mechanism that takes advantage of the 3D memories internal organization ca-
pabilities to perform Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) encoding/decoding
on very large codewords.

Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis accomplishments and identifies sig-
nificant and promising new opportunities and avenues for follow-up research.
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2
A Shared Polyhedral Cache for 3D

Wide-I/O Multi-core Computing
Platforms

3 D-Stacked IC (3D-SIC) based on Through-Silicon-Vias (TSV) is an
emerging technology that enables heterogeneous integration and high
bandwidth low latency interconnection. Several prior studies have

demonstrated that exploiting the vertical proximity of 3D designs, by stack-
ing memory directly on top of a microprocessor, results in significant perfor-
mance benefits. Moreover, providing unbalanced access, i.e., different line and
fetch sizes, to various levels of the memory hierarchy, can further boost perfor-
mance. In this chapter we propose a 3D novel cache architecture that leverages
a wide TSV-based data link distributed on the entire memory array to support
two orthogonal interfaces: (i) a vertical one, with a large data width, and, (ii)
a side one, with a lower data width, but with more bank-type access ports,
which reduces the bank conflict probability. Our simulations indicate that our
proposal substantially outperforms planar counterparts in terms of access time,
energy, and footprint while providing high bandwidth, low bank conflict rate,
and an enriched access mechanism set.
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CHAPTER 2. A SHARED POLYHEDRAL CACHE FOR 3D WIDE-I/O

MULTI-CORE COMPUTING PLATFORMS

2.1 Introduction

Computing systems are generally utilizing a hierarchical memory organiza-
tion (depicted in the middle of Figure 2.1), which strives to simultaneously
approach the performance of the fastest component, the cost per bit of the
cheapest component, and the energy consumption of the most energy-efficient
component [1]. Faster, but small memories implemented using a costly tech-
nology are present at the top of the hierarchy, closer to the processing units,
while slower, but larger inexpensive memories are present at the lower levels.

The interconnection data width between two adjacent levels also determines
various trade-offs between performance, energy consumption, and cost. Tradi-
tionally, the Last Level Cache (LLC) is linked with a larger width to the upper
level, and with a narrower width to the lower level, i.e., main memory. The nar-
rower memory side interconnection widths are due to physical constraints, e.g.,
limited package I/O pins. With the advent of 3D-Stacked IC (3D-SIC) based
on Through-Silicon-Vias (TSV) technology, stacking various memory levels
on top of each other enables wider interconnection (wide-I/O) links [2; 3] (see
Figure 2.1 left).

To better exploit the thread-level parallelism in multi-core architectures, the
lower level shared caches are usually internally organized in banks, that can
be accessed in parallel [4]. Thus, it is essentially a multi-port structure which
can simultaneously serve multiple requests as long as the addresses point to
different banks, i.e., there are no bank conflicts. For a constant number of
access ports, the more banks there are the lower the conflict probability is
[5]. However, each bank requires its own set of access lines, which negatively
affects the area, and subsequently the access time and energy consumption [6].
It has been proven though in [7] that 3D memories can in certain limits alleviate
some of this issues due to their reduced footprint (see Figure 2.1 right).

In this chapter, we propose a novel shared cache design for TSV-based wide-
I/O multi-core systems with reduced conflict probability. The proposed cache
consists of multiple identical banks, stacked on top of each other, forming a
polyhedral structure. The interface with the upper level caches (CPU-side) is
realized horizontally through one access port on every die, while the wide-I/O
interface with the lower levels (memory-side) is realized vertically through
TSV bundles that traverse the entire IC stack. The TSV bundles are distributed
over the entire cache footprint and selectively connected at run-time to the
internal data lines in every sub-bank. In addition to supporting the wide-I/O
interface, the TSV bundles facilitate horizontal port access to/from a non-local
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Figure 2.1: Memory hierarchy.

bank (located on a different die) and wide internal cache data transfers. The
identical layout structure of all cache dies reduces the manufacturing cost,
while the wide-I/O interface increases the communication bandwidth with the
lower levels cache or the main memory and provides the means to effectively
transfer large amount of data between different banks. In addition, our polyhe-
dral cache has a reduced rate of bank conflicts, due to the creation of a number
of virtual banked ports, greater than the number of physical banks in the cache.

To assess the practical implications of our proposal, we compare our novel 3D
polyhedral cache against traditional banked multi-port 2D implementations,
considering relevant metrics: (i) access time, (ii) footprint, and (iii) leakage
and dynamic energy consumption per access cycle. Our results indicate that
the 3D polyhedral cache access time is in general smaller than the one of their
planar counterparts, with up to 50% reduction in the best case. The inherent
footprint reduction directly influences the active energy consumption which in
same cases almost reaches the theoretical maximum of, e.g., 8×, for an 8-die
8 MB cache. Trade-offs between the wide-I/O interface width and all the other
metrics exist: Large widths provide high bandwidth and conflict probability
reduction, but increased sub-bank numbers translates into more TSVs and extra
decoding logic and wires, which in turn may negatively impact the access time,
footprint, and energy cost.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. We detail in Section 2.2
the proposed polyhedral cache internal structure and access scenarios. In Sec-
tion 2.3 we present an experimental design space exploration for our proposed
cache, considering access time, footprint, and energy consumption as relevant
metrics. Finally, Section 2.4 concludes this chapter.
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MULTI-CORE COMPUTING PLATFORMS

Figure 2.2: Traditional cache and memory array layout.

2.2 Wide-I/O Shared Polyhedral Cache

In this section we introduce the wide-I/O shared polyhedral cache architecture.
However, before detailing our proposal, we review for the sake of clarity the
required terminology and traditional memory organization layout.

2.2.1 Traditional Cache Design

We consider as a discussion vehicle the banked multiport cache design pre-
sented in Figure 2.2, consisting of two separate memory arrays, i.e., tag array
and data array, a cache controller, and the required data/addresses crossbar
switches. The tag array stores the memory address of the cached blocks, while
the data array stores the actual data blocks. Considering a number of input
ports and a different/same number of banks, the controller detects the desired
bank accesses, arbitrates eventual bank conflicts, and generates the required
crossbar switches selection signals.

For both arrays we consider the representative layout employed by the Cacti
[8] cache simulator, with a zoom-in into the design abstractions presented in
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Figure 2.3: Polyhedral memory array.

the figure. At the highest level the address space is split across identical banks,
four in this example, with each bank having its own address and data bus,
thus allowing for concurrent bank accesses. Each bank is composed of iden-
tical sub-banks, again four in this example, with only one being active per
access. Further, each sub-bank is partitioned into multiple mats that simulta-
neously provide parts of the required data (cache block in a cache data array).
Finally, each mat is composed of four identical sub-arrays that share predecod-
ing/decoding logic and peripheral circuitry, and which again deliver together
the requested data. An H-tree routing distribution network is used to drive ad-
dresses and data to/from the banks, and also to/from every mat inside a bank.

2.2.2 Polyhedral Cache Design

In the following we detail the organization of the proposed 3D polyhedral
cache. Even though in this work we focus mainly on the cache memory ar-
rays, it is worth noting that the crossbar switches and the controller can also
be implemented in 3D technology (either centralized on a separate die, or dis-
tributed across several dies).

Our novel cache structure relies on the 3D-stacked memory design presented
in Figure 2.3 for both tag and data arrays, where every silicon die is an individ-
ually addressable memory bank. Therefore, all addresses, as well as CPU-side
data, are routed locally on each die (bank). The memory-side data interface
consists of TSV bundles, which traverse all vertically stacked dies through
each mat center, connected to the I/O data lines of each sub-array. This creates
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Figure 2.4: Required TSV access logic.

a vertical memory-side wide-I/O interface, having a width equal with the cache
block size multiplied by the number of sub-banks. We note that horizontal and
vertical data flows can coexist within the polyhedral memory array as long as
they do not conflict on TSV bundles and/or sub-banks.

Furthermore, by modifying the sub-array input/output data bit routing logic
according to Figure 2.4, we enhance the versatility of the memory array access
mechanism such that it allows the following operations:

1. Local CPU-side data access when the issue and the storage dies are iden-
tical.

2. Remote CPU-side data access when the issue die is different from the
storage die. In this case both dies must be accessed with the same ad-
dress, and the TSVs must be connected to the sub-arrays in a compli-
mentary manner: on one die to the sub-arrays inputs, while on the other
die one to the sub-arrays outputs.

3. Wide-I/O memory-side access performed by simply selecting on which
bank, i.e., on which die, to broadcast the address and to link the sub-
arrays data I/O to the TSVs.

4. Inter-die wide transfers when large data blocks need to be copied from
one die (read die) to another die (write die), accomplished by broadcast-
ing the required addresses on both dies. For sub-banks stacked directly
on top of each other this is similar to a remote access, with the main dif-
ference that data H-tree is not utilized at all, and can be utilized for other
non-Wide-I/O accesses. Transfers between different sub-banks however
require the data H-tree to be utilized.
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Table 2.1: TSV Access Control Signals

Access type Die
MUX Switches

selection TSV Mem H-tree

Local
Read Mem OFF OFF ON
Write H-tree OFF ON OFF

Remote

Read
Issue TSV OFF OFF ON
Storage Mem ON OFF OFF

Write
Issue H-tree ON OFF OFF
Storage TSV OFF ON OFF

Wide-I/O
Read Mem ON OFF OFF
Write TSV OFF ON OFF

Inter-die
Read Mem ON OFF OFF
Write TSV OFF ON OFF

A maximum of five extra wires are required in the H-tree as control signals
to support the above mentioned access policies, as indicated by Table 2.1. In
order to maintain a low area overhead, we repurpose the already present sub-
array output driver as a signal buffer before or after the TSV to diminish its
high capacitive load parasitic effect.

In contrast with a traditional banked memory array layout we choose to extend
the number of address H-trees inside every bank. In this manner more remote
accesses are possible in parallel on the same bank, which has a direct impact
on the reduction of memory conflict probability. Essentially, bank conflicts are
reduced to two specific types of sub-bank conflicts: (i) local sub-bank conflicts
on the same die, and, (ii) TSV conflicts when sub-banks on different dies are
conflicting on the TSV bundles. Thus, the memory conflict probability can
be significantly reduced by the proposed cache organization as for an N-die
memory with S-address ports per die the maximum success probability is the
same as for a memory with N × S banks, i.e., we can consider that we have a
memory with N × S virtual banks.

2.3 Experimental Evaluation

We modified the Cacti 6 [8] simulation model to take into account the extra
area of the TSV and control logic and to automatically size the subarray data
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drivers to support the capacitive load of a TSV crossing all dies, computed
with an electrical equivalent RC model based on the resistance and capacitance
equations from [9]. We consider various TSV geometries for which the model
was validated against measurements [10]. We measure all relevant metrics,
i.e., access time, footprint, dynamic energy, and leakage power of the best 2, 4,
and 8 MB caches, considering equal optimization weights for the considered
metrics. All instances are 4-way set-associative, with 64B cache block size,
and implemented in a high-performance 22nm CMOS technology.

We present in Figure 2.5 an access time comparison between banked multi-
ported planar and 3D polyhedral caches with 2, 4, and 8 parallel access ports,
for different vertical wide-I/O widths (i.e., number of sub-banks). Our exper-
iments indicate that as the TSV is reduced in size all metrics proportionally
improve, thus we only plot in Figure 2.5 results for the largest (L) and smallest
(S) TSV geometries, with the exact values found in the figure’s legend.

We can observe that in general the access time of our proposed 3D caches is
better than the one of their planar counterparts, with a 50% reduction in the best
case. This is expected, since due to the 3D folding of the cache the footprint
is reduced proportionally to the number of dies, as seen in Figure 2.6, and the
wires are shorter. The exceptions are explained by the longer wires present in
disproportionate sub-banks layout due to the TSVs. Thus, it is only beneficial
to have many dies for large caches. The reduction in footprint also leads to
a considerable reduction in dynamic energy, with the maximum being close
to the theoretical maximum of 8×, for an 8-die 8 MB cache. We plot only
the read energy in Figure 2.7 since the write energy exhibits similar values.
Although the static power is also initially decreasing in Figure 2.8 when more
dies are available (because less H-tree signal repetears are needed), the gain is
rapidly cancelled out by the extra logic when a lot of TSVs are added.

An important thing to notice from Figures 2.5-2.7 is that trade-offs between the
width of the wide-I/O interface and all the metrics exist. Larger widths offer a
higher bandwidth and a conflict probability reduction, but the increase in sub-
banks translates into more TSVs and extra decoding logic and wires, which in
turn negatively impacts the access time, footprint and energy cost. Even though
there is an apparent optimum from the access point point of view, the vertical
interface width design decision should consider the memory access patterns
of the running application, since they influence: (i) the total number of real
address conflicts, (ii) the leakage contribution to the total energy consumption,
and (iii) the amount of cache pollution [11].
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Figure 2.5: Access time comparison.
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Figure 2.6: Footprint comparison.

Figure 2.7: Read energy comparison.

Figure 2.8: Leakage comparison.
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2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed a novel shared cache design for TSV-based wide-
I/O multi-core systems, which consists of multiple identical banks, stacked on
top of each other, forming a polyhedral structure. The CPU-side interface is
realized horizontally through one access port on every die, while the wide-I/O
memory-side interface is realized vertically through TSV bundles that traverse
the entire stack. In addition to supporting the wide-I/O interface, the TSV
bundles facilitate inter-die wide cache data transfers and the creation of a large
number of virtual banked ports. Our simulations indicate that the polyhedral
cache outperforms planar counterparts in terms of access time, energy, and
footprint, while providing higher bandwidth, lower bank conflict rate, and en-
riched functionality.

Note. The content of this chapter is based on the following paper:

M. Lefter, G.R. Voicu, S.D. Cotofana, A Shared Polyhedral Cache for 3D
Wide-I/O Multi-Core Computing Platforms, IEEE International Sympo-
sium on Circuits and Systems (ISCAS), Lisbon, Portugal, May 2015.
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3
Energy Effective 3D Stacked Hybrid

NEMFET-CMOS Caches

I n this chapter we propose to utilise 3D-stacked hybrid memories as alter-
native to traditional CMOS SRAMs in L1 and L2 cache implementations
and analyse the potential implications of this approach on the proces-

sor performance, measured in terms of Instructions-per-Cycle (IPC) and en-
ergy consumption. The 3D hybrid memory cell relies on: (i) a Short Circuit
Current Free Nano-Electro-Mechanical Field Effect Transistor (SCCF NEM-
FET) based inverter for data storage; and (ii) adjacent CMOS-based logic for
read/write operations and data preservation. We compare 3D Stacked Hybrid
NEMFET-CMOS Caches (3DS-HNCC) of various capacities against state of
the art 45 nm low power CMOS SRAM counterparts (2D-CC). All the pro-
posed implementations provide two orders of magnitude static energy reduc-
tion (due to NEMFET’s extremely low OFF current), a slightly increased dy-
namic energy consumption, while requiring an approximately 55% larger foot-
print. The read access time is equivalent, while for write operations it is with
about 3 ns higher, as it is dominated by the mechanical movement of the NEM-
FET’s suspended gate. In order to determine if the write latency overhead in-
flicts any performance penalty, we consider as evaluation vehicle a state of the
art mobile out-of-order processor core equipped with 32-kB instruction and
data L1 caches, and a unified 2-MB L2 cache. We evaluate different scenarios,
utilizing both 3DS-HNCC and 2D-CC at different hierarchy levels, on a set of
SPEC 2000 benchmarks. Our simulations indicate that for the considered ap-
plications, despite of their increased write access time, 3DS-HNCC L2 caches
inflict insignificant IPC penalty while providing, on average, 38% energy sav-
ings, when compared with 2D-CC. For L1 instruction caches the IPC penalty
is also almost insignificant, while for L1 data caches IPC decreases between
1% to 12% were measured.
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3.1 Introduction

With the number of transistors on a single silicon die crossing the one billion
threshold, power dissipation became of major concern in processor design, as
it directly impacts operating costs and reliability. On the one hand, technology
scaling can only marginally reduce power consumption, since the MOSFET
threshold voltage (VT ) scalability frontier limits the power supply voltage re-
duction. On the other hand, leakage power, once insignificant for the micro-
technology generation of ICs, increases abruptly and becomes the dominant
fraction of the total power dissipation for sub-100 nm technologies [1].

With the advent of emerging nano-technologies, alternative memory arrays
have been proposed, which make use of Nano-Electro-Mechanical (NEM)
devices, e.g., NEM Field Effect Transistors (NEMFETs) [2],[3], NEM Re-
lays (NEMRs) [4], in conjunction with CMOS devices to substantially re-
duce their energy consumption. In [5] we proposed a low power NEMFET-
based dual-port (one write port and one read port) dual-tier 3D stacked hy-
brid NEMFET-CMOS memory cell (3D-HdpMC) that combines the appealing
ultra-low leakage SCCF NEMFET inverter with the versatility of CMOS tech-
nology. We demonstrated that the proposed 3D-HdpMC outperforms the ”best
of breed”, in terms of energy consumption, low-power dual-port SRAM cell
(10T-DPMC) [6].

In this chapter we propose the utilization of 3D Stacked Hybrid NEMFET-
CMOS Caches (3DS-HNCC) as an alternative to traditional CMOS SRAM
caches (2D-CC). We compare 3DS-HNCC of various capacities against state
of the art 45 nm low power CMOS SRAM counterparts in terms of relevant
metrics for battery operated SoCs, i.e., footprint, delay, and energy consump-
tion. The footprint of 3DS-HNCC is about 55% larger than the one of CMOS
only based caches, owing this to NEMFET’s mechanical nature and TSV’s
size. Since an increased footprint impacts the access circuitry energy contribu-
tion to the total cache energy, 3DS-HNCC have a dynamic energy increase of
10% and 25% for cache capacities of 32-kB and 2-MB, respectively. However,
3DS-HNCC implementations provide two orders of magnitude static energy
reduction, due to NEMFETs extremely low OFF current. 3DS-HNCC’s read
access time is on average 7% smaller, while its write access time is with about
3 ns higher, as it is dominated by the mechanical movement of the NEMFET’s
suspended gate.

In order to identify if the write latency overhead inflicts any performance
penalty, we consider as evaluation vehicle a state of the art mobile out-of-order
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processor core equipped with 32-kB instruction and data L1 caches, and a uni-
fied 2-MB L2 cache. We evaluate different scenarios, utilizing 3DS-HNCC
caches at different hierarchy levels, on sets of SPEC 2000 [7] benchmarks.
We measure an Instructions-per-Cycle (IPC) decrease between 1% to 12% for
3DS-HNCC L1 data caches. However, L1 instruction and L2 caches inflict
almost insignificant performance penalty (less than 1% IPC reduction on aver-
age). For the considered applications our simulations indicate that, despite of
their increased write access time and dynamic energy, L2 3DS-HNCC provide
substantial energy savings, i.e., 38% caches energy reduction on the average.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we give a
brief presentation of the SCCF NEMFET-based inverter. In Section 3.3 3DS-
HNCC are detailed. Next, the section continues with a comparison between
3DS-HNCC and state of the art low power SRAM cache implementations. In
Section 3.4 we evaluate the system level implications of utilizing 3DS-HNCC.
Finally, Section 3.5 presents our conclusions.

3.2 Low Power Short Circuit Current Free
NEMFET Inverter

The Nano-Electro-Mechanical FET (NEMFET), firstly described in [8], is a
rather complex device with a 3D geometry and cross-section as presented in
Figure 3.1, where HBEAM is the thickness of the suspended gate, WBEAM is
the width of the beam, and LBEAM is the length of the beam. In the stable
position, there is an air gap between the suspended gate and the gate oxide.
If we apply a difference of potential between NEMFET transistor’s gate and
source, the gate plate, at some point, pulls-in, and touches the oxide. This
happens when the transistor is heading towards the inversion region. On the
other hand, when the device is about to leave inversion towards depletion, the
electrical force gets smaller due to the reduction of the potential difference that
generated the force in the first place, and the gate pulls-out to its original in-air
position due to the spring force that pulls the gate plate towards its anchors.
NEMFET has an extremely low OFF current and exhibits hysteresis as the
Pull-In (PI ) and Pull-Out (PO) effects occur at different gate voltage values,
further denoted as VPI and VPO , respectively [9], [10].

An important power component in any standard CMOS logic gate is the power
consumption induced by the short circuit current, which cannot be eliminated.
In NEMFET based logic, however, this issue can be alleviated by separately
controlling, at design time, the nNEMFET and pNEMFET hysteresis occur-
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Figure 3.1: NEMFET’s geometry [8].

rence, as presented in [11]. The decision on the n/p channel NEMFET siz-
ing (by means of adjusting the suspended beam dimensions) is made such
that the following constraints are satisfied: (i) the nNEMFET PI event takes
place after the pNEMFET PO event is completed, and (ii) the pNEMFET
PI event completes before the nNEMFET PO event starts. From the NEM-
FET inverter transfer characteristic depicted in Figure 3.2 it can be noticed
that when the nNEMFET’s beam is pulled-in, the beam of the pNEMFET
is pulled-out, and vice versa. In [5] we also addressed the following is-
sues related to NEMFET-based logic: (i) NEMFET based inverter noise mar-
gin, (ii) scaling for improved performance, and (iii) energy efficiency against
”classic” CMOS technology. We concluded that the NEMFET-inverter noise
margin is larger than the one of a typical MOSFET-based inverter coun-
terpart, when carefully selecting the geometry of the n/p NEMFET device,
such that, the VPOp is closer to VDD , and VPOn closer to ground (see Fig-
ure 3.2). NEMFET’s Verilog-A compact model [11] was utilized to design a
NEMFET based inverter with high noise margin, i.e., high hysteresis width.
Hence, a 147mV (VPO=0.573V VPI=0.720V) hysteresis width was achieved,
for WBEAM = 45nm, LBEAMn = 0.9µm, and LBEAMp = 1µm which has a
2 orders of magnitude lower leakage, and dynamic energy reduced with 70%,
when compared with the CMOS counterpart.

The hysteresis behaviour of the NEMFET inverter makes it suitable for data
retention. The storage functionality is the following: the inverter retains the
output value unchanged as long as its input is kept at a voltage within the
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Figure 3.2: NEMFET’s inverter schematic and transient behavior.

interval [VPOp; VPOn] - see also Figure 3.2. We further denote this volt-
age as VKD . Moreover, Figure 3.2 suggests that for an optimal NEMFET-
based memory cell design in terms of noise margin, the geometry of the n and
p channel NEMFET should respect the NMKH = NMKL constraint, where:
(i) NMKH = VPOp − VKD , and (ii) NMKL = VKD − VPOn.

In the next section we detail the utilization of the NEMFET based inverter in
the design of low power caches.

3.3 Low Leakage 3D-Stacked Hybrid
NEMFET-CMOS Caches

In this section we detail processor cache implementations with 3D-stacked
hybrid NEMFET-CMOS memories. First, we present the design and the func-
tionality of such hybrid memories. Next, we focus on cache implementations
and provide a comparison against standard CMOS in terms of relevant metrics,
i.e., dynamic energy, leakage power, footprint, and access time.

3.3.1 3D-Stacked Hybrid NEMFET-CMOS Memory

The schematic diagram of the 3D-Stacked hybrid NEMS-CMOS memory cell
that we proposed in [5] is presented in Figure 3.3, and the storage functionality
can be described as follows: (i) the to-be-stored value (0/1) is transmitted at the
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Figure 3.3: Hybrid NEMFET-CMOS memory cell.

input of the NEMFET inverter, (ii) the inverter propagates the inverted value
(1/0) at its output, and (iii) the inverter retains the output value unchanged
as long as its input is kept at a voltage within the interval [VPOpNEMFET ;
VPOnNEMFET ], denoted as VKD - see also Figure 3.2. We note that there is
a clear and natural separation between the read and the write paths, as also
reflected in Figure 3.3. The CMOS logic consists of five transistors: four
are forming the transmission gates TGWA and TGRA, which are utilised for
write/read operations, and one is utilised for state retention, as briefly ex-
plained further on.

In order to write to a memory cell the required value should be present on the
write bitline (BLW ). When the write wordline (WLW ) is asserted the transmis-
sion gate TGWA opens and the data item reaches the input of the NEMFET-
based inverter, which further outputs its complementary value. During the
write operation the pMOS transistor TKV is kept closed by the asserted WLW
line. When WLW is de-asserted the transistor TKV keeps the inverter input
at the stable voltage VKD , such that the inverter output value is maintained
unchanged. The write access time is mostly determined by the NEMFET
switching time, which is rather slow, since due to mechanical considerations
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Figure 3.4: Two adjacent hybrid NEMFET-CMOS memory cells layout.

the NEMFET gate requires a certain time interval to stabilize whenever a state
change occurs.

In order to read from a memory cell, the read wordline (WLR ) should be as-
serted. As a result, the transmission gate TGRA opens and frees the stored
data item on the read bitline (BLR ). Due to its large dimensions the NEMFET
storage inverter behaves as a powerful driver during read, which has a positive
impact on the read operation completion time.

We propose to employ TSV-based 3D stacking technology for the final mem-
ory structure as it smoothly facilitates the co-integration of NEM and conven-
tional CMOS devices, which, for the time being, appears not to be feasible
on the same tier. The proposed memory organization comprises two tiers: the
NEMFET-based storage elements reside on the bottom tier, while the CMOS
logic required to retrieve, maintain, and write the data is located on the top tier.
Tier interconnection is realised through 2 TSVs per memory cell placed one
at the input and the other one at the output of the NEMFET inverter, for write
and read, respectively (see Figure 3.3).
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The 3D-stacked hybrid memory requires the same peripheral interfaces from
the circuit designer’s point of view. Its clear read and write paths separation
does not allow common wordlines and bitlines to be employed for both oper-
ations. Thus, the memory can act either as a dual-port memory, and requires
dedicated address decoders for read and write operations, or as a single port
memory, with a single address decoder and an operation mode signal that se-
lects which wordlines are driven by the decoder’s output. Figure 3.4 depicts
the layout of two adjacent 3D-Stacked hybrid NEMS-CMOS memory cells
that share the same bitline. Considering a TSV with a pitch of 0.4µm [12] and
45nm technology for the CMOS tier, a footprint of 2.7µm×0.5µm is required
for each memory cell.

3.3.2 3D-Stacked Hybrid NEMFET-CMOS Caches

Given the low leakage benefit offered by the 3D-stacked hybrid NEMFET-
CMOS memory arrays [5], in the following we address their utilization as
caches in the memory hierarchy of a general purpose processor core.

In Table 3.1 we compare caches implemented with 3D-Stacked Hybrid
NEMFET-CMOS memories against the most effective, to the best of our
knowledge, existing low-power CMOS caches, that employ the 10T non-
precharge dual-port SRAM memory cell design introduced in [6]. We con-
sider relevant metrics for battery operated SoCs, i.e., energy, footprint, and
delay. The CACTI 6.5 cache memory simulator [13] was utilized to derive
the optimal memory partitioning as well as area, access latency, and energy
information of peripheral circuitry. A 45 nm low power CMOS technology
node was considered, with additional changes being performed to the simula-
tor in order to accommodate the different area required by 10T CMOS and 3D
stacked hybrid NEMFET-CMOS cells.

For an accurate access latency, active energy, and leakage characterization the
circuits of 10T CMOS and NEMFET-CMOS hybrid memory cell arrays are
implemented in a commercial 45 nm low power multi-threshold CMOS tech-
nology utilising Cadence Virtuoso [14]. DC and transient simulations are per-
formed using the Cadence Spectre [14] electric simulator, and Agilent ADS
[15] in conjunction with Cadence Spectre, for the CMOS and for the hybrid
NEMFET-CMOS memory cell, respectively. For the hybrid cell, we consid-
ered the write bitline driver output signal (having as load the bitline and the
NEMFET inverter equivalent capacitances) generated by Spectre simulator, as
input for the NEMFET inverter simulated with Agilent ADS, by means of the
NEMFET’s Verilog-A compact model from [11]. The TSV contribution was
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also considered, by means of an RLC model from [16], tailored to the TSV
diameter from [12; 17]. Moreover, the bitline and wordline RC parasitics,
including the bitline coupling capacitance, for each memory array aspect ra-
tio, are extracted from layout, and included in the simulated circuit schematic.
Our simulations were performed in typical case conditions, i.e., typical device
models, 1.1V supply voltage, and 27◦C .

The footprint of 3D stacked hybrid NEMFET-CMOS caches is with about 55%
larger than the one of CMOS only based caches, as it can be observed in Ta-
ble 3.1. This affects the length, and thus the wire capacitance, with more pow-
erful drivers being necessary, especially for large caches. Therefore, for large
capacities, the dynamic energy of the 3D stacked hybrid NEMFET-CMOS
caches access logic is greater than for the CMOS counterpart, even though
the cache capacity and the technology of the CMOS tier are the same. We can
observe in Table 3.1 that for small caches, i.e., 8-kB and 32-kB, the dynamic
read/write energies are similar for 3D stacked hybrid NEMFET-CMOS and
CMOS only implementations, while for large caches, i.e., 512-kB and 2-MB,
there is an increase for the 3D stacked hybrid NEMFET-CMOS implementa-
tions of approximately 13% and 25%, respectively.

But NEMFET’s larger size is also of advantage, as it makes the inverter-based
memory cell a more powerful driver. This has a direct impact on the read
access time of the cache, which is on average 7% smaller when compared to
CMOS implementations. The write access time of hybrid caches is with about
3 ns higher, as it is dominated by the mechanical movement of the NEMFET’s
suspended gate. The most important advantage of hybrid caches is given by
their almost insignificant leakage, which is two orders of magnitude lower
when compared to CMOS only caches.

In the next section we demonstrate that even with a write access time penalty
and larger dynamic energy, 3D stacked hybrid NEMFET-CMOS caches pro-
vide significant power benefits when compared to CMOS only caches, due to
their low leakage advantage.

3.4 System Level Evaluation

In this section we analyse the tradeoffs of utilizing 3D stacked hybrid
NEMFET-CMOS caches as replacement for CMOS-only based caches at dif-
ferent levels of the memory hierarchy in a single-core environment. First we
describe the simulation environment, i.e., assumed processor configuration
model, simulator, benchmarks, and considered evaluation metrics. Provided
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Table 3.2: Processor Configuration.

Frequency (GHz) 1.7
L1 size (kB)/associativity 32/4
L1 associativity 4
L1 hit latency CMOS/Hybrid (cycles) 3/3
L1 extra write latency CMOS/Hybrid (cycles) 0/5
L2 size (MB)/associativity 2/16
L2 associativity 16
L2 hit latency CMOS/Hybrid (cycles) 9/9
L2 extra write latency CMOS/Hybrid (cycles) 0/5
Cache line size (bytes) 64
Issue & commit width / Int & FP instruction queues 3/16
Int/FP instruction queue 16
Reorder buffer size 32
Functional units 2 Int, 2 LS, 1 FP

that our proposed hybrid caches have a longer write time when compared to
traditional CMOS, we investigate if this penalty propagates at the system level.
Next, we focus on energy consumption and determine the benefits that can be
achieved by utilizing low power 3D stacked hybrid NEMFET-CMOS caches
as replacements for CMOS-only implementations.

3.4.1 Evaluation Methodology and Metrics

We consider a system which mirrors a mobile terminal, based on an ARMv7-A
out-of-order processor core detailed in Table 3.2, with a two level cache hierar-
chy: (i) first level consists of separate instruction and data caches, each 32-kB
4-way set associative, and (ii) second level consists of an unified 2-MB 16-
way set associative cache. Cache access cycles were derived from Table 3.1.
We simulated the system with a modified gem5 cycle accurate simulator [18],
able to accept different cache write and read latencies. In our simulations we
employed a set of SPEC CPU2000 [7] benchmarks. To have the exact same
workload executed for both CMOS only and hybrid NEMFET-CMOS runs we
did not consider benchmarks with non-deterministic behavior. Moreover, some
SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks could not be compiled and run in gem5 syscall
emulation mode. Nevertheless, the benchmarks set is representative for our
comparison.
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Figure 3.5: L1 instruction cache average miss latencies.

Figure 3.6: L1 data cache average miss latencies.

We considered four different scenarios: (i) L1I NEMFET, i.e., the L1 instruc-
tion cache is implemented with hybrid NEMFET-CMOS memory, and all other
caches with CMOS, (ii) L1D NEMFET, i.e., the L1 data cache is implemented
with hybrid NEMFET-CMOS memory, and all other caches with CMOS, (iii)
L2 NEMFET, i.e., L2 cache is implemented with hybrid NEMFET-CMOS
memory, and all other caches with CMOS, and, (iv) All NEMFET, i.e., both
instruction/data L1 and L2 caches are implemented with hybrid NEMFET-
CMOS memory. These four scenarios were compared against a Baseline de-
sign, i.e., all caches implemented with CMOS memories.

To accurately measure the impact on performance of a longer cache write
latency, we utilize in our evaluation the cache average miss latency and
Instructions-per-Cycle (IPC) architecture metrics. The number of read/write
cache accesses is computed based on the cache hits and misses statistics ex-
tracted from the gem5 simulator, and further utilized to determine the energy
for each application.
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3.4.2 Analysis

We start the analysis by observing the average miss latencies for all private L1
instruction and data caches, depicted in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6, respectively.
It is clear that the extra write latency of NEMFET-CMOS based caches affects
the miss latencies, which increase with 24% and 47% for L1I NEMFET and
L1D NEMFET, respectively.

Figure 3.7 presents the IPC reduction of the four scenarios relative to the Base-
line, for the considered set of benchmarks (the higher the value, the greater
the negative performance impact). It is apparent from the figure that the L1I
NEMFET scenario exhibits insignificant IPC reduction, i.e., less than 0.5%,
for almost all benchmarks. There are however two exceptions, i.e., 176.gcc
and 252.eon. Even though for these two benchmarks, a similar behavior in
terms of average miss latencies is noticed (see Figure 3.5), greater IPCs losses
were obtained, i.e., 0.85% and 2.87%, respectively. Still, also these IPC re-
duction values are relatively low, translating in a low performance degradation.
Similarly, almost insignificant IPC reduction can be noticed in Figure 3.7 for
the L2 NEMFET scenario.

For the L1D NEMFET scenario, IPC reductions between 1.08-12.21% are
observed, when compared to the Baseline. This can be explained as follows:
(i) L1 data cache is more often accessed in comparison with L1 instruction
(data are read/written by he processor, while instructions are only read), (ii)
L1 data cache is more often accessed in comparison with L2, being closer to
the processor, (iii) miss rates for L1 data are greater than in other caches, and,
(iv) larger L1 data average miss penalties when compared to the other caches
are observed (see Figure 3.6) due to the extra write latency.

Finally, the largest IPC reductions are obtained for the All NEMFET scenar-
ios. This is natural, since all the caches are affected by the extra write latencies,
which impact the overall performance. On the other hand, L1I NEMFET and
L2 NEMFET scenarios exhibit almost insignificant IPC reductions, possibly
due to the program behavior for the former and due to the less frequent ac-
cesses for the latter.

Figure 3.8 depicts the relative energy differences from the Baseline of the four
scenarios. Positive values denote the energy reduction percentages, while neg-
ative values stand for energy increases. Due to the low leakage advantage of
NEMFET-CMOS memories, an important energy reduction, i.e., 38% on the
average, is obtained for the L2 NEMFET scenario. This happens because: (i)
L2 is larger, thus its energy is dominant in the total cache hierarchy energy,
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Figure 3.7: IPC reduction relative to baseline (lower is better).

Figure 3.8: Energy difference relative to baseline (higher is better).

and, (ii) much fewer accesses in L2 than in L1 caches generate an increase in
the contribution of L2 static energy to the total energy. For L1I NEMFET
and L1D NEMFET scenarios an energy increase is observed in all cases, with
maximums of 3% and 5.58%, respectively. This is related to the fact that
both L1 caches are very often accessed, thus, they have a high activity factor,
leading to a higher dynamic energy contribution. Moreover, NEMFET-CMOS
caches exhibit a higher dynamic energy when compared to their CMOS coun-
terparts (see Table 3.1). An important energy reduction, i.e., 35% on the aver-
age, is obtained for the All NEMFET scenario, since it cumulates the effects
of all scenarios, thus the energy benefits in L2 caches compensate the energy
losses in L1 caches.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we proposed to replace the traditional CMOS based processor
caches with energy effective 3D-Stacked Hybrid NEMFET-CMOS ones. This
solution provides two orders of magnitude cache static energy reduction, due
to the NEMFET’s extremely low OFF current, albeit with a slightly increased
dynamic energy consumption, an approximately 55% larger footprint, and a
longer write access time. We compared the performance of 3D-Stacked Hy-
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brid NEMFET-CMOS against 45 nm low power CMOS SRAM based cache
embodiments at different levels in the memory hierarchy. In order to find
out if the write latency overhead inflicts any performance penalty, we con-
sidered as evaluation vehicle a state of the art mobile out-of-order processor
core. Our simulation on a set of SPEC 2000 benchmarks proved that the extra
write latency impact on the overall system performance is rather low or even
negligible. Next we evaluated the energy benefits of utilizing 3D-Stacked Hy-
brid NEMFET-CMOS. Our simulations indicate that, in spite of their increased
write access time and dynamic energy, 3D Stacked Hybrid NEMFET-CMOS
L2 caches provide substantial energy savings, i.e., 38% total caches energy
reduction on the average.

Note. The content of this chapter is based on the following paper:

M.Lefter, M. Enachescu, G.R. Voicu, S.D. Cotofana, Energy Effective 3D
Stacked Hybrid NEMFET-CMOS Caches, ACM/IEEE International Sym-
posium on Nanoscale Architectures (NANOARCH), Paris, France, March 2014.
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4
Is TSV-based 3D Integration Suitable for

Inter-die Memory Repair?

3 D Stacked Integrated Circuit (3D-SIC) technology is emerging as a
promising avenue to sustain the continuous need in increased device
density and fast on-chip communication. Vertical proximity, inherent

in 3D stacked memories, can be exploited to expand the memory reparability
space with the unused rows/columns spares from neighboring dies. In pre-
vious work, 3D memory repair has been proposed, however, without proper
hardware designs. In this chapter we address lower level issues related to 3D
inter-die memory repair in an attempt to evaluate the actual potential of this
approach for current and foreseeable technology developments. We propose
several implementation schemes both for inter-die row and column repair and
evaluate their impact in terms of area and delay. Our analysis suggests that cur-
rent state-of-the-art TSV dimensions allow inter-die column repair schemes at
the expense of reasonable area overhead. For row repair, however, most mem-
ory configurations require TSV dimensions to scale down at least with one
order of magnitude in order to make this approach a possible candidate for
3D memory repair. We also performed a theoretical analysis of the implica-
tions of the proposed 3D repair schemes on the memory access time, which
indicates that no substantial delay overhead is expected and that many delay
versus energy consumption tradeoffs are possible.

83
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4.1 Introduction

Recent enhancements in Integrated Circuits (ICs) manufacturing process en-
able the fabrication of three dimensional stacked ICs (3D-SICs) based on
Through-Silicon-Vias (TSVs) as die-to-die (D2D) interconnects, which fur-
ther boost the trends of increasing transistor density and performance. 3D-SIC
is an emerging technology, that, when compared with planar ICs, allows for
smaller footprint, heterogeneous integration, higher interconnect density be-
tween stacked dies, and latency reduction mostly due to shorter wires [1].

3D memories have been proposed ever since the technology was introduced,
one of the reason being their regular structure that allows them to be easily
folded accross bitlines/wordlines and spread over multiple layers in a 3D em-
bodiment [2]. Moreover, the typical area of a System on a Chip (SoC) is
memory dominated, and, as the ITRS roadmap predicts that the trend of mem-
ory grow continues [3], it is expected that memories will play a critical role in
3D-SICs as most of the layers in the stack are likely to be allocated for storage.

As technology keeps shrinking towards meeting the requirements of increased
density, capacity, and performance, IC circuits, memory arrays included, are
more prone to degradation mechanism [4], and different sorts of defects dur-
ing the manufacturing process [5]. In addition, the utilization of the still in
its infancy 3D stacking technology increases the risk of low yield. To deal
with this issue several works proposed inter-die memory repair, i.e., sharing
redundant elements (rows/columns) between layers, in an attempt to increase
the compound yield of memories [6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11].

Up until now, all the work targeting inter-die memory repair primarily dis-
cussed the idea in principle, with no real implications being studied. The
proposed approaches have been only evaluated via fault injection simulations
and the obtained repair rate improvements form an upper bound. In order to
achieve inter-die repair, a certain infrastructure has to be embedded into the
memory such that spares can be made available to memory arrays in need that
are located on remote dies. The added infrastructure must not affect the nor-
mal operation of the memory and may incur certain penalties in terms of area
and/or delay which have not be studied.

In this chapter we build upon previous work proposals and we further inves-
tigate the real implications of inter-die memory repair based on redundancy
sharing. We first provide a classification of the possible access scenarios to
memory arrays stacked in a 3D memory cube. Next, we propose several im-
plementation schemes both for inter-die row and column repair in which we
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detail the circuit infrastructure required to support these access scenarios. For
each scheme we propose the infrastructure, highlight its advantages and disad-
vantages, and discuss its impact on memory area and delay.

The area overhead is mostly dependent on the TSV size rather than on the extra
logic. From our analysis it results that current state-of-the-art TSV dimensions
allow inter-die column repair schemes with reasonable area overhead. For row
repair, however, most memory configurations require TSV dimensions to scale
down with at least one order of magnitude to make this approach applicable
in practical 3D memory systems. We also performed a theoretical analysis
of the implications of the proposed 3D repair schemes on the memory access
time. Assuming a 20ps TSV delay our analysis indicates that for row repair
the overhead is negligible and for column repair it can be in the same order of
magnitude. This indicates that no substantial delay overhead is expected and
that many delay versus energy consumption tradeoffs are possible.

The remaining of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 briefly de-
scribes general memory repair techniques and related work regarding 3D mem-
ory repair. Section 4.3 defines the 3D memory repair architecture and the asso-
ciated framework for inter-die redundancy. Section 4.4 introduces the circuit
infrastructure necessary to support inter-die memory repair. Section 4.5 con-
siders various trade-offs and cost overhead in terms of area and delay. Finally,
Section 4.6 concludes the chapter.

4.2 Redundancy Based Memory Repair

State of the art memory repair relies on addition of several spare1 resources
to the memory arrays, a rather easy task facilitated by memories high regular
structure. These resources do not affect the interface or capacity of the mem-
ory, but can be later on utilized to substitute memory cells affected by, usual,
permanent errors. Therefore, a defect tolerant redundancy based memory di-
rectly sustains the yield improvement by reducing the number of discarded
memory devices because of a few faulty cells [12]. Prior to allocating spare
resources, faulty cells in the memory have to be identified, an operation that
is usually performed by a Built-In Self-Test (BIST) circuit. Subsequently, a
repair allocation algorithm determines the spare element that substitutes the
faulty element. This repair phase is performed by a Built-In Self-Repair
(BISR) circuit [13]. Based on the physical placement of the spare elements

1We use spare/redundant, rows/wordlines and columns/bitlines interchangeably in the text.
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Figure 4.1: Memory redundancy with external (a) and internal (b) spares.

we can broadly distinguish two types, that are not excluding one another, of
memory redundancy:

• External redundancy, in which a special smaller memory, external to
the initial one is present, and where, based on a special table, faulty
addresses are remapped by a Built-In Repair Analysis (BIRA) unit [14];

• Internal redundancy, in which spare elements in the form of redundant
rows and/or columns, are placed inside the memory alongside the nor-
mal columns and/or rows.

In some cases it is beneficial to merge both redundancy types and to include
internal and external spares. For example, in a memory with multiple banks,
each bank can have its own local internal spare memory, while at the same
time global spare can co-exist.

In this work we consider internal redundancy only. Here, the mechanisms
involved for row and column repair are quite different (see Figure 4.2). For
row replacement, faulty row addresses detected by the BIST circuit are stored
in special registers. Whenever the memory is accessed, the incoming address is
first compared with those stored in the special registers to check if a defective
row is to be accessed. If this is the case, the output of the comparator disables
the row decoder and activates the spare wordline. For column replacement, in
general, a column switching mechanism is present to isolate the faulty column
and to forward data from non-defective cells [12]. In the example in the figure,
all the bitlines located after the faulty bitline are shifted one spot to the left.
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Figure 4.2: General 2D internal redundancy.

4.2.1 Previous Work in 3D Memory Repair

To create extra opportunities for memory repair various inter-die approaches
have been proposed. The repair schemes usually consist of two major steps.
In the first step, faulty cells are identified in a pre-bond test (i.e., a test prior
to stacking). The second step allocates available spare resources, both local
and inter-die spares, to maximize the compound yield. In [7] a Die-to-Die
(D2D) stacking flow algorithm is presented which assumes that each die is be-
forehand locally repaired such that the number of available (not utilized for
local repair) spares are made available as inputs for the global repair algo-
rithm. This method for inter-die column replacement is suitable only for the
particular case where arrays are simultaneously accessed with the same ad-
dress. A similar D2D stacking approach is considered in [11] where the die
stacking flow is modeled as a bipartite graph maximal matching problem. Sev-
eral global D2D matching algorithms without local repair first are introduced
and compared in [8]. An interesting approach is introduced in [9] where the
authors propose to recycle irreparable dies (i.e., dies with arrays that are not
repairable if only local spares are considered) in order to create good working
memories. Their algorithm assumes Wafer-to-Wafer (W2W) stacking and the
resulting memories comprise the good blocks from the bad dies.
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Figure 4.3: 3D inter-die memory repair - general idea.

4.3 3D Inter-die Memory Repair Architecture

The considered memory arrangement resembles a memory cube, as depicted
in Figure 4.3. The cube employs 3D array stacking with the identical memory
arrays being equipped with redundant rows and/or columns. In this organiza-
tion, a situation may arise in which arrays with insufficient redundancy are in
the vertical proximity of arrays that still have unutilized redundant elements.
Supporting the replacement of faulty cells by using redundant resources from
arrays from other dies, i.e., inter-die spare replacement, results in extended
memory reparability rates [8]. This can be clearly observed in Figure 4.3,
where on the left side, the top array has utilized all the available spare rows
(two in this case) and still has one faulty row uncovered. However, the bottom
array can provide the necessary spare row to replace the faulty one on the top
array to make the memory defect free. Conversely, on the right side of the fig-
ure a similar scenario is depicted, but for inter-die column spare replacement.

We define the arrays that have available spare resources as spare providers and
arrays which make use of the externally available spare resources as spare con-
sumers. For the 3D memory repair to function correctly the consumer must be
able to retrieve/store data from/on the provider in a transparent manner, i.e., the
provider must be able to function normally, despite its spares being accessed
by a neighboring die. In addition, it is important that the inter-die repair in-
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Figure 4.4: Memory partitioning.

frastructure does not disrupt the functionality of the memory cube when no
repair takes place. Therefore, the required infrastructure that assures the mem-
ory repair mechanism is highly dependent on the exact internal structure of the
memory arrays and it needs to function for a multitude of access patterns.

In order to balance area, delay, and power tradeoffs, a large memory is usually
constructed in a hierarchical manner and is composed out of several banks,
with each bank being further divided in several arrays. An example is pre-
sented in Figure 4.4 where the partitioning employs banking and interleaving.
Each bank can be accessed either concurrently with independent addresses, or
sequentially, where one bank is accessed while the rest remain idle. For inter-
leaving, however, all the subarrays of a bank are concurrently accessed with
the same address.

As the internal organization of the memory cube is defined at design time,
a fixed memory partitioning implies three exclusive situations in which two
memory arrays, a provider-consumer pair, can be accessed:

1. Idle provider - the two arrays are located in different banks that are
never concurrently accessed; we use the term idle to denote that the
two arrays are never accessed at the same time; from the consumer’s
perspective this is equivalent with the provider being always idle;
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2. Busy provider with different access pattern - the two arrays are lo-
cated in different banks that are concurrently accessed with independent
addresses;

3. Busy provider with same access pattern - the two arrays are part of
the same bank with interleaving, therefore the accessing address is the
same.

We add that, although our proposal is general and can in principle be applied
to more than two adjacent dies, in this work we consider that inter-die re-
placement is performed between exclusive pairs of adjacent dies. The reasons
behind this restriction are as follows: (i) the infrastructure overhead grows
with the number of dies involved in the spare sharing process, and, (ii) two
dies spare replacement is enough to sustain a satisfactory yield [8], since the
die yield has a high value after repair. In the next section we introduce the
infrastructure for the above identified provider-consumer repair schemes.

4.4 3D Inter-die Memory Repair Infrastructure

In this section we detail the inter-die repair schemes for each of the three
provider-consumer pair scenarios introduced in Section 4.3 for row and col-
umn replacement.

4.4.1 Inter-die Row Replacement

Idle provider

Figure 4.5 depicts the situation for the case in which the provider is idle. On
the consumer side, the local spare row is already allocated and another faulty
row needs to be replaced remotely. A register is required to store its address
(3DFR - 3D Fault Register), in a similar fashion as in the local replacement
scheme. Furthermore, a comparator and several logic gates are introduced in
the design to disable the local row decoder and to activate the spare wordline on
the provider side whenever the incoming address is equal to the value stored in
3DFR. We propose to place the data TSVs after the column multiplexer. This
requires the column address to be transfered through TSVs and the column
decoder (CD) on the provider to be enabled. In this manner fewer TSVs are
required when compared to the case when TSVs are placed for every bitline.
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Figure 4.5: Inter-die row replacement infrastructure with idle provider .

Busy provider with different access pattern

When both consumer and provider can be accessed in parallel the constraints
imposed to the inter-die memory repair interface are tighter, making the infras-
tructure more complex. In particular, when an inter-die replacement occurs,
both consumer and provider need to use the provider’s bitlines, giving rise to
a conflict. For this reason the data TSVs cannot be placed after the column
muxes and extra transistors (denoted by T2 and T3) are required in every spare
memory cell, as in Figure 4.6.

Busy provider with same access pattern

A particular case of provider and consumer parallel access arises when their
address is the same (i.e., in an interleaving organization of memory banks, see
Section 4.3). In contrast with the previous scheme, the infrastructure can be
reduced in terms of logic. However, each spare cell still needs to be augmented
with 4 extra transistors and 2 TSVs. Thus, even if we assume that future TSV
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Figure 4.6: Inter-die row replacement infrastructure parallel consumer and provider
access.

manufacturing process will be greatly improved to a negligible size, the cell
area almost doubles.

We propose a scheme that alleviates the bitline conflict problem and makes use
of fewer TSVs. For this, we take advantage of the concept of divided wordlines
[15], a technique employed in SRAMs to reduce the number of active cells in
a row. Our approach consists of separating the data paths for local access and
inter-die access for the provider. In other words, we simplify the problem to
the idle provider case. The mechanism to achieve this is to scramble the data
in the spare row such that different bitlines are used on the provider array for
accessing the local array data and the inter-die replacement data in the spare
row. The scrambling pattern can be made persistent across different accesses
since the same addresses are used to access the consumer and the provider.
The inter-die replacement data are cross-mapped between exclusive pairs of
two consecutive blocks, as in Figure 4.7. The data scrambler is replicated for
every pair of consecutive blocks. The provider’s 3DR bit controls the local
data scrambling, to select the appropriate local wordline of the spare row, and
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Figure 4.7: Inter-die row replacement with “busy provider identical access pattern“,
divided wordlines, detail.

at the same time de-scrambles the data on the consumer side by reversing the
block mux selection.

4.4.2 Inter-die Column Replacement

The general infrastructure required for inter-die column replacement depicted
in Figure 4.8 comprises all the cases introduced in Section 4.3. The common
part for all the cases consists of the TSV pair utilized for bitline value trans-
mission. They are enabled by the switching control block, which needs to be
adapted to control also the inter-die replacement mechanism.

A special TSV is required for every wordline whenever the provider is busy
accessing a different address, or when it is idle, in order to assert the required
wordline for the consumer. When the provider is busy it is also mandatory to
decouple the provider’s wordline such that no bitline conflict arises because
of multiple wordlines assertion. For brevity this action is not represented in
Figure 4.8. For the case in which the provider is idle, the TSV required for the
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Figure 4.8: Inter-die row column replacement infrastructure.

wordline activation may be discarded if the provider’s row decoder is enabled.
However, this requires the consumer’s address to be driven onto the TSVs.
Nevertheless, the gain is a significant TSV reduction.

The easiest and most convenient inter-die column replacement scheme in terms
of TSV requirements is by far when the consumer and the provider are busy
accessing the same address. Here, the same wordline is asserted in both arrays
and no bitlines conflicts occur.

4.5 Discussion

In this section we discuss the overhead of the 3D inter-die memory repair
schemes in terms of area and delay.

Area represents a sensitive issue in memory design and the memory cell is
particulary the subject of severe scaling. SRAM bit cell has followed Moores’s
law, with an area shrinking rate of about 1/2 for every generation, reaching
0.081 µm2 for the 22 nm technology [16]. This rate is expected to last even in
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Table 4.1: TSV requirements for proposed schemes

Memory access scenarios Number of TSVs
Row replacement
Idle provider 2× spares + 2× dw + cd bits
Busy provider with different address spares × (2 + 2× columns)
Busy provider with same address spares × (2 + 2× columns)
Busy provider with DWL 2× spares + 4× dw × blocks

Column replacement
Idle provider 2× spares + log2(rows)
Busy provider with different address 2× spares + rows
Busy provider with same address 2× spares

* dw = data width (data I/O); cd bits = column decoder input bits.

the realm of post-CMOS devices [17]. TSVs dimensions are predicted to scale
down too, but not that steep as SRAM bit cells. The predictions from [18]
suggest a gradually decreasing trend with a shrinking ratio of about 1/4 for
every 3 years, reaching a minimum diameter of 0.8 µm and a pitch of 1.6 µm
by 2018. Nowadays manufactured TSVs have a diameter bewteen 3 and 10 µm
and a pitch of about 10 µm [19; 20; 21]. From their large size it is clear that
TSVs represent the major contributor to the 3D memory repair area overhead.

Table 4.1 presents the TSV requirements for all the scenarios introduced in
Section 4.3. The scenarios that have the least number of TSVs are “idle
provider” for row redundancy and “busy provider with same access” for col-
umn redundancy. All the other scenarios require a large number of TSVs that
make them absolutely impractical. Even for the row redundancy with the “idle
provider” scenario the practicality is problematic. Figure 4.9 depicts the area
of one redundant row and its required TSVs. The redundant row area is drawn
for different technology nodes using memory widths varying between 128 and
2048 bits. The TSV area is independent of the technology node and is calcu-
lated for a TSV pitch between 0.5 and 3.5 µm and a memory data width of
32 bits. Given that, inter-die redundancy may be profitable only if the redun-
dant row area is smaller than the TSV area. Figure 4.9 clearly suggests that for
a large TSV pitch inter-die redundancy becomes impractical. However, this
can be improved if there are more spares that use the same data TSVs.

It is interesting to find the required TSV pitch for which inter-die row replace-
ment becomes advantageous. Table 4.2 shows the TSV pitch required such
that the TSV overhead is equal to a single spare row for 16 nm 6T-SRAM cell.
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Figure 4.9: TSV area overhead vs. row area for 32-bit data I/O.

For example, in case the column width is 512 bits and the data output width is
32 bits, the TSV pitch must be at most 534 nm. For the worst case considered
configuration, with a column width of 512 bits and data output width of 64 bits,
TSV pitch needs even to scale further down to 388 nm. Therefore, current TSV
sizes, which are in the order of 3 µm, need to be shrinked severely for inter-die
redundancy to be beneficial for a wide range of memory configurations.

The access time (TN2D) for a normal memory read operation (Eq. (4.1)) is
determined by: address decoding (Tdec ), wordline generation (TWL), bitlines
discharge (TBL), column multiplexing (Tmux ), and data sensing (TSA). If
row redundancy is present and the redundant row is accessed the access time
changes to TR2D (Eq. (4.2)), because the access goes through the comparator
(Tcmp) instead of the decoder. For 3D row redundancy, extra time is required
to transfer data to the consumer through the TSVs (TTSV ), resulting in TR3D

(Eq. (4.3)). The time overhead for 3D row redundancy (DOR ) can be computed
as in Eq. (4.4). For 3D inter-die column redundancy, the access time increases
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Table 4.2: Required TSV pitch [µm] for 16nm 6T-SRAM cell

Columns
Data width

4 8 16 32 64
128 0.576 0.476 0.367 0.270 0.195
256 0.789 0.658 0.512 0.380 0.275
512 1.083 0.911 0.715 0.534 0.387

as in Eq. (4.6). Thus, there is always a delay overhead (DOC ) due to TSV
propagation and switching time.

TN2D = Tdec + TWL + TBL + Tmux + TSA (4.1)

TR2D = Tcmp + TWL + TBL + Tmux + TSA (4.2)

TR3D = TR2D + 2× TTSV (4.3)

DOR =
max(TN2D ,TR3D)−max(TN2D ,TR2D)

max(TN2D ,TR2D)
(4.4)

TC2D = TN2D + Tswitching (4.5)

TC3D = TC2D + Tswitching (4.6)

DOC =
Tswitching + TTSV

TC2D
(4.7)

As the delay of a TSV is in the order of 20 ps [22], we expect the following
to hold true: TR2D < TR3D < TN2D . Therefore, no delay penalty for row
repair is expected. For column repair however, the following inequation holds:
TN2D < TC2D < TC3D . The overhead is determined by the delay of switching
muxes and a TSV (Tswitching + TTSV ) which is expected to be minimal.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a study of inter-die repair schemes for TSV based
3D-SICs, i.e., of using repair in the vertical dimension by accessing spares of
neighboring stacked dies, in addition with the traditional column and row re-
pair. We provided an overview of general repair schemes and subsequently,
proposed a memory framework for inter-die redundancy based on a provider-
consumer pair scheme. We proposed different infrastructures for different
memory organizations (based on their access mechanisms), in which the in-
frastructure handles the data transfer from provider to consumer in a transpar-
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ent mode without interfering with the provider’s operation. Our analysis sug-
gests that for state-of-the-art TSV dimensions inter-die column-based repair
schemes could result in yield improvements at a reasonable area overhead. For
row repair, however, most memory configurations require TSV dimensions to
scale down at least with one order of magnitude to be efficiently utilized in 3D
memory systems.

Note. The content of this chapter is based on the following paper:

M. Lefter, G.R. Voicu, M. Taouil, M. Enachescu, S. Hamdioui, S.D. Cotofana,
Is TSV-based 3D Integration Suitable for Inter-die Memory Repair?, De-
sign, Automation & Test in Europe (DATE), Grenoble, France, March 2013.
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5
Low Cost Multi-Error Correction for 3D

Polyhedral Memories

I n this chapter we propose a novel error correction scheme/architecture
specially tailored for polyhedral memories which: (i) allows for the for-
mation of long codewords without interfering with the memory architec-

ture/addressing mode/data granularity and (ii) make use of codecs located on
a dedicated tier of the 3D memory stack. For a transparent error correction
process we propose an online memory scrubbing policy that performs the er-
ror detection and correction decoupled from the normal memory operation. To
evaluate our proposal we consider as a case study a 4-die 4-MB polyhedral
memory and simulate various data width codes implementations. The simu-
lations indicate that our proposal outperforms state of the art single error cor-
rection schemes in terms of error correction capability, being able to diminish
the Word Error Rates (WER) by many orders of magnitude, e.g., WER from
10−10 to 10−21 are achieved for bit error probabilities between 10−4 and 10−6,
while requiring less redundancy overhead. The scrubbing mechanism hides the
codec latency and provides up to 10% and 25% write and read latency reduc-
tions, respectively. In addition, by relocating the encoders/decoders from the
memory dies to a dedicated one a 13% footprint reduction is obtained.

101
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5.1 Introduction

Increased integration factor and technology shrinking make Integrated Circuits
(ICs) more prone to different defect types during the manufacturing process [1]
and to in field degradations [2]. With memory cell size reduction, Multi-Bit
Upsets (MBUs) become much more frequent since a particle hitting a mem-
ory array creates disturbances in multiple physically adjacent cells [3; 4; 5; 6].
In [7], a maximum MBU bit multiplicity of over 100 bits is predicted for 32
and 22nm SRAM generations, thus making traditional Single-Error Correction
(SEC) ECCs with column interleaving [8] not any-longer sufficient [9] to mit-
igate the large amount of MBUs. In view of this, alternative approaches, like
ECCs with Multi-Error Correction (MEC) capabilities become of high interest.

Three dimensional stacked ICs (3D-SICs) based on Through-Silicon-Via
(TSV) interconnects [10] rely on an emerging technology which further boost
the trends of increasing transistor density [11] and performance, since it en-
ables smaller footprints, high bandwidth low latency interconnection and het-
erogeneous integration, while facilitating dependable computing [12]. While
most of the 3D memory designs just follow a certain folding strategy, the 3D
polyhedral memory architecture proposed in [13] brings a different fresh view
into the field. It consists of multiple identical memory banks stacked on top
of each other, while TSVs bundles distributed across the entire memory foot-
print traverse all the stacked dies to enable an enriched memory access set not
achievable in planar counterparts.

In this chapter we introduce a novel error correction scheme/architecture tai-
lored for polyhedral memories. The main idea behind our approach consists
in performing MEC ECC encoding/decoding on larger data widths (e.g., 512
to 4096 bits) such that a better error correction capability is obtained with the
same or even lower redundancy than the one required by state of the art 64 data
bit SEC schemes. For this we exploit the polyhedral memories organization,
which inherently fast and customizable wide-I/O vertical access mechanisms
allow for the long codeword creation with data and check bits from multiple
mats. Furthermore, we propose to make use of codecs located on a dedicated
tier of the 3D memory stack, since polyhedral memories allow for a smooth
transfer of those long codewords to/from the dedicated error correction tier. In
order to make the error correction process transparent to the memory users,
e.g., processing cores, we propose an online memory scrubbing policy that
performs the error detection and correction decoupled from the normal mem-
ory operation. The proposed approach create the premises for a large design
space from where the most appropriate scheme can be chosen by balancing the
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desired error correction capability while fulfilling different overhead budgets
in terms of memory footprint, latency, and energy.

We evaluated our proposal by considering as a case study a 4-die 4-MB poly-
hedral memory protected by the proposed MEC mechanism with various data
width codes implementations. The simulation experiments indicate that our
proposal outperform state of the art schemes in terms of error correction ca-
pability, by significantly diminishing the Word Error Rates (WER), e.g., WER
from 10−10 to 10−21 are achieved for bit error probabilities between 10−4

and 10−6. Additionally, the scrubbing mechanism hides the codec latency and
provides up to 10% and 25% write and read latency reductions, respectively.
Furthermore, by relocating the encoders/decoders from the memory dies to a
dedicated one a 13% footprint reduction is obtained and parallel energy effec-
tive scrubbing can be enabled, which results in even larger WER reductions.

The outline of the chapter is the following. In Section 5.2 we describe our
MEC error correction proposed approach. In Section 5.3 we evaluate the im-
plications of our proposals and perform a comparison with state of the art
memory error correction approaches. Section 5.4 concludes the chapter.

5.2 ECC for Polyhedral Memories

In this section we detail our proposal for a Multi-Error Correction (MEC) ECC
mechanism specially tailored for polyhedral memories [13]. The main goal is
to allow for the formation of long data width codewords, case in which BCH
codes are more effective, while not changing the normal memory addressing
granularity, which in most of the current architectures is 64 bit. Based on the
encoders/decoders (codecs) placement we detail next two scenarios: (i) On Die
Internal ECC and (ii) Dedicated Die ECC. We note that the two scenarios can
be employed independently or synergistic.

5.2.1 On Die Internal ECC

In this scenario the codecs could be physically located on each die, i.e., copla-
nar with the memory dies, as depicted in Figure 5.1. The h-bit data I/O of each
sub-bank is split in j groups of h/j bits on which on the fly encoding/decoding
is applied on memory write/read accesses. The total number of required codecs
is equal with the number of groups (j) multiplied with the number of sub-banks
in a die.
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Figure 5.1: On die internal ECC for polyhedral memories.

5.2.2 Dedicated Die ECC

As detailed in [13], polyhedral memories allow for vertical data access at dif-
ferent granularities: various sub-banks could be accessed in parallel on dif-
ferent dies, with the largest amount of vertically accessed data being obtained
when all the TSVs are utilized. To better exploit the polyhedral memories rich
access set we propose the Dedicated Die ECC scenario, depicted in Figure 5.2.
Specifically, we propose to: (i) form extended codewords by combining data
and check bits from multiple mats, but which could now be part of different
sub-banks, as opposed to the previous scenario which was restricted to com-
bining data only from mats in the same sub-bank, (ii) augment the 3D memory
stack with an extra die dedicated to the execution of the encoding and decod-
ing actions, (iii) employ the TSVs to transfer the extended codewords on/from
the dedicated error correction die, and (iv) rely on an online programmable
scrubbing based memory maintenance policy, which performs the error detec-
tion and correction activities with as little interference as possible with data
read/write requests coming from the SoC computation cores. Based on the
required error protection level, the online memory maintenance policy oper-
ates in one of the following modes: scrubbing only, on the fly write with
scrubbing, and on the fly write and read.

Memory maintenance operates mainly in the scrubbing only mode, in which,
at certain time periods (scrubbing intervals), the entire memory is scanned (in
a time period which we call scrubbing time) and eventual errors are corrected.
The scrubbing interval and the scrubbing time depend on: (i) the employed
MEC code performance (ECC encoding/decoding latency), (ii) the memory
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Figure 5.2: MEC-based ECC for polyhedral memories.

latency, (iii) the number of MEC codecs available on the error correction die,
(iv) the eventual memory conflicts that may occur, (v) the overall memory
capacity, and, (vi) the bit error occurrence rate, which depends on aging and
environmental aggressions.

The scrubbing maintenance operates in a similar way the DRAM refresh does
and in case of conflicts its read/write accesses have lower priority than nor-
mal read/write memory accesses issued by the computation cores. We note
that, different from the DRAM refresh, memory scrubbing requires additional
steps related to the codeword formation and transfer to/from the codec die.
Moreover, coding and/or decoding it is much more time consuming than a
write-back thus by implication maintenance related memory accesses are less
frequent than the computational related ones. Consequently, in order to op-
timize both scrubbing intervals and scrubbing times, the scrubbing controller
can take advantage of: (i) the polyhedral memory reach access mode set and
(ii) the low maintenance related accesses occurrence, to dynamically adapt its
access schedule such that memory conflicts are minimised if not completely
avoided. In this way memory error correction activities are executed in back-
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ground and no decoding/coding actions are part of normal memory read/write
accesses. This has the main advantage that the memory access time is practi-
cally unaffected by its augmentation with MEC ECC capabilities. However, if
the memory operates in highly aggressive environmental conditions, or aging
effects become predominant, resulting in high error rate, it is possible that the
scrubbing process cannot keep the pace in cleaning the induced bit-flips. In
this case faulty data might be read by the application(s) running on the plat-
form embedding the ECC protected memory which may result in unpredictable
application behaviour. Note that not all the bit-flips are malicious as they might
be rewritten before being read again. Such situations can be detected by the
Operating System (OS), which can decide to change the ECC modus operandi
to an on de fly coding/encoding mode.

Note that even if from the memory user point of view a data write seems coding
free, it launches an encoding process too. This is because a write at address A
invalidates all the check bits of codeword C (to which the data item at address
A belongs). Consequently, the codeword C data bits need to be transferred
via TSVs on the dedicated error correction die in order to be re-encoded, after
which the newly calculated check bits are written back into the memory (data
bits could be also rewritten for more protection). Invalidated codewords are
handled by the scrubbing process and depending on the bit error rate we could
place the invalidated codeword in the front of the scrubbing queue or to take
no further action as there is a large chance that another write may occur within
the same codeword in the close future. Note that the write invalidation policy
may have an impact on the error correction capability. Eventual bit errors
which may appear between the invalidation and the actual check bits update
become indiscoverable, as when they are read in relation with the codeword
re-encoding they will be considered valid.

If the aging and environmental conditions ask for a better protection, the on
the fly write with scrubbing mode could be employed, in which the eventual
write invalidation errors described above are avoided. When a word write is
requested at address A the following actions have to take place:

1. Load the codeword C (to which address A belongs) on the error correc-
tion die via the afferent TSV bundle.

2. Decode C and correct possible errors if any.

3. Replace the value at A with the new to be written value.

4. Re-encode the codeword C .
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5. Store C back to the memory via the same TSV bundle.

While the on the fly write with scrubbing operation mode eliminates the
write invalidation problem, errors could still propagate in the following man-
ner: eventual bit errors which may appear between two scrubbing scans could
still propagate when read operations on those locations are performed. To
avoid such situations the on the fly write and read mode can be employed. In
this operation mode when a read request at address A (which is part of code-
word C ) is issued, the following actions have to take place:

1. Load via the afferent TSV bundle the entire codeword C on the codec
die.

2. Decode C and correct possible errors if any.

3. Send the (corrected) data value stored at A to the computation core that
issued the request.

4. In case errors were found at Step 2:

• Re-encode the codeword C .

• Store C back via the same TSV bundle.

We note that from the SoC (memory user) point of view, which is the one that
really matters, the memory maintenance is 100% successful when it can keep
pace with the error formation rate such that data read generated by the running
application(s) never return corrupted data. This does not mean that all memory
locations should be error free, which is quite normal as memory locations not
currently read by the application do not influence its behavior thus they may
contain erroneous bits. The error protection operation modes can be dynami-
cally switched by the application by monitoring the scrubbing effectiveness. In
this way the protection level is adjusted to the environmental aggression level
and SoC aging status. We note however that the execution of codec activities
during read/write operations as done when ”on the fly” modes are activated has
detrimental impact on SoC performance in terms of throughput, latency, and
energy consumption.

The 3D memory is constructed by stacking identical memory dies which di-
mensions determine the IC footprint. In view of this the error correction die
can be as large as the memory dies, thus for state of the art memory capacities
it might be able to accommodate more than one MEC codec, case in which the
memory maintenance process can be parallelized resulting in a higher error
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resilience. Finally, it is worth noticing that if memory accesses have a larger
granularity, the MEC (re-)coding overhead is diminishing, and the read/write
complexity can be reduced by, e.g., write buffers, caching.

To explore the potential of our proposal, we evaluate in the next section the
error correction capability of our approach and compare it with the one of
state of the art approaches.

5.3 Performance Evaluation

In this section we evaluate our MEC ECC proposal for polyhedral memories.
First, we assess the reliability gains induced by the utilization of extended
codewords instead of the traditional SEC ECCs. Second, we evaluate the
implications of our proposal in terms of memory footprint, access time, and
energy consumption. In our simulations we consider as a case study a 4 die
4-MB polyhedral memory with a 512-bit wide horizontal interface and a 4096-
bit wide vertical interface. On each die there are 8 sub-banks (with an 512-bit
I/O width), each being composed of 8 mats (with an 64-bit I/O width).

5.3.1 Error Correction Capability

To evaluate our proposal performance in terms of reliability for different re-
dundancy ratios, we simulated the following protections mechanisms:

1. State of the art 64-bit SEC ECC (SEC CONV).

2. Binary BCH codes ([14], [15]) operating on up to 4096-bit, denoted as
D/C/E, with D, C, E as the number of data bits, check bits, and cor-
rectable errors, respectively.

To simulate memory fault occurrences, we made use of a Binary Symmetric
Channel (BSC) model with crossover probabilities (α), i.e., the probability that
a memory bit is being flipped, from 10−6 up to 10−2. The performance of all
the considered designs in terms of Word Error Rate (WER) assessed by means
of Monte Carlo simulations is graphically depicted in Figure 5.3. The tradi-
tional SEC CONV ECC protected memory, plotted with dark blue solid lines
and circle markers, is considered as a reference, thus in the figure we plot-
ted: (i) polyhedral memory implementations with higher WER (e.g., 128/8/1)
and/or with higher redundancy ratio (check bits overhead, e.g., 128/24/3) when
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Figure 5.3: Word error rate vs bit flip probability.

compared with SEC CONV with dotted red lines and x markers, while, (ii)
polyhedral memories with smaller WER and lower redundancy with green
dashed lines and V markers.

From Figure 5.3 one can deduce that there is no ”panacea universalis” in place,
but most of the D/C/E polyhedral memory configurations outperform the state
of the art in terms of WER at the expense of lower redundancy requirements.
In particular, we can observe the following main situations:

1. D/C/E configurations with small data width and not enough redundancy,
i.e., 128/8/1 and 256/9/1, which provide a higher than SEC CONV
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Figure 5.4: On die internal ECC evaluation.

WER for the entire considered α domain (not of practical interest).

2. D/C/E configurations with small-medium data width and low redun-
dancy, i.e., 128/16/2, 256/27/3, 512/50/5, which substantially outper-
form SEC CONV in terms of WER for the entire considered α domain
while also diminishing the required redundancy by, e.g., 20% in the
256/27/3 case.

3. D/C/E configurations with medium-large data width and extremely low
redundancy, i.e., 1024/44/4, 2048/60/5, 4096/78/6, which outper-
form by many orders of magnitude SEC CONV in terms of WER for
α < 10−4 while also diminishing the required redundancy by, e.g., 4.2x
in the 2048/60/5 case.

Figure 5.3 clearly demonstrates that our approach creates a large design space
one can explore in his/her quest for the most appropriate D/C/E configuration
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Figure 5.5: On die internal trade offs.

corresponding to the expected memory operation conditions, i.e., the α range,
and targeted maximum acceptable WER value. For example, if the operating
conditions require α ≤ 10−5 and WER ≤ 10−12 any of the following config-
urations can be utilized: 512/40/4, 1024/44/4, 2048/60/5, and 4096/78/6.
The actual choice can be done based on criteria like the lowest redundancy
ratio but other aspects related to the memory architecture and utilization may
also play a role in the best candidate selection. We mention that the above re-
sults can be regarded as a lower bound and that we expect even lower WER for
BCH protected memories if a more realistic fault injection model, dedicated
for MEC, is employed.

5.3.2 On Die Internal ECC Overhead

While in the previous section we demonstrated that our proposal can substan-
tially outperform state of the art ECC approaches with similar or less redun-
dancy, it is of interest to evaluate the actual implications of the considered
MEC ECC schemes in terms of die footprint, memory access time, and energy
consumption. To this end we considered a 22nm CMOS technology and esti-
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Figure 5.6: Dedicated die ECC - footprint comparison.

mated the footprint, latency, and energy of the utilized BCH encoders/decoders
by using formulas from [16; 17; 18]. Additionally we obtained the ECC aug-
mented memory dies footprint, latency, and energy values with a modified
Cacti 6 [19] simulator utilizing the approach from [13]. We have evaluated
only the MEC BCH protected memories which, in the previous reliability sub-
section, proved better in terms of error correction capability. The results of our
evaluations are depicted in Figure 5.4.

One can conclude from the footprint graph (Figure 5.4 left) that: (i) the com-
bined ECC area contribution (including check bits and codecs) is smaller
than 20% for all of the considered ECC implementations, and (ii) the codecs
overhead is always smaller than the check bits overhead. When comparing
the implementations, the SEC CONV implementation requires one of the
biggest footprint, being matched only by the largest 512-bit codecs consid-
ered (512/50/5 and 512/60/6). We note that the 128/16/2 implementation
provides a 10% footprint reduction when compared with SEC CONV while
substantially outperforming it in terms of WER (see Figure 5.3).

In terms of latency (Figure 5.4 center), the ECC contributions are increasing
when larger data width codecs are employed, reaching a maximum of 40%
for write operations, while for read operations the ascending trend is much
more pronounced, reaching a maximum of 83%. The ECC contribution to
the memory access time is almost entirely determined by the codecs and all
of the D/C/E MEC ECC implementations exhibit an increased latencies when
compared to SEC CONV.
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In terms of energy consumption (Figure 5.4 right) a significant increase is
observed for read operations for the ECC schemes spanning from 39% for
SEC CONV and going up to 93% for larger data width MEC codecs. For
write operations the encoder contributions are insignificant (less than 3%) for
all the implementations.

In order to get a better insight into the possible trade-offs, we have plotted on
the bottom left of Figure 5.4 the WER (for a constant crossover probability
α = 10−5) of all the considered approaches against the compound footprint
× read latency × energy metric. One can observe in the figure that there is
no absolute winer. The SEC CONV implementation is the best in terms of the
compound metric, while it is the worse in terms of error correction capability:
it provides a WER which is with less then 2 orders of magnitude smaller than
the considered α. On the other hand, the 512/60/6 implementation is the best
in terms of error correction capability (it provides a WER which is with 13
orders of magnitude smaller than the considered α) but it is the worse in terms
of the footprint × read latency × energy metric. More balanced options are,
e.g., 128/16/2 or 256/27/3 implementations, and given that at design time
one knows the expected α range and the maximum acceptable WER value one
can make use of such a plot in order to identify the most appropriate MEC
ECC organization.

5.3.3 Dedicated Die External ECC Analysis

Since the Dedicated Die External ECC approach has a special error correction
die, in Figure 5.6 we plotted the polyhedral memory footprint (left side of the
figure) and the codec area on the error correction die (right side) for all the
evaluated D/C/E schemes. Notice that the ECC die has a substantial amount
of available area as even the largest codec is not utilizing more than 20% of
its real-estate. This means that the remaining area could be either employed
by extra codecs, to improve the error correction capability, or by other SoC re-
sources. We also note that all of the Dedicated Die External ECC approaches
provide a footprint reduction of 10% or 13% (depending on the required check
bits) when compared with the SEC CONV On Die Internal ECC, mostly be-
cause the codecs have been relocated on a dedicated die.

As mentioned in Section 5.2.2, there are various operation modes for the Dedi-
cated Die External ECC approach. Here, we limit our discussion to the scrub-
bing operation mode - the preferred modus operandi as in this use case no
ECC related latency penalty per memory access is induced, irrespectively of
the employed MEC ECC. This translates into write and read latency reduc-
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Figure 5.7: WER vs. ideal scrubbing time.

tions of 10% and 25%, respectively, when compared to the SEC CONV On
Die Internal ECC scheme.

An important metric for the Dedicated Die External ECC approach is the
scrubbing time, which is essential to be as short as possible, in order for the
error correction controller to cope with high error rates. In Figure 5.7 we as-
sume a bit error probability α = 10−5 and present the relation between the
scrubbing time and the obtained codecs WER. We evaluated a scrubbing time
lower bound as we assumed that no memory access conflicts occurred between
the normal SoC memory accesses and scrubbing related TSV traffic. In prac-
tice such conflicts may occur but most can be solved by an adaptive scheduling
policy. Figure 5.7 shows that the SEC CONV implementation has the fastest
scrubbing time but it is very weak in terms of error correction capability. In
contrast, the 2048/84/7/6 implementation is the best in terms of error cor-
rection capability but it is the worst in terms of scrubbing time. Many other
possibilities exist between the two extremes, one of the most balanced option
being 512/50/5.

Regarding energy, again there are no direct penalties incurred per memory ac-
cesses but the Dedicated Die External ECC scrubbing mechanism consumes
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Figure 5.8: WER vs. ideal scrubbing energy.

energy whenever it performs a memory scan. One can observe in Figure 5.8
that the SEC CONV implementation performs best in terms of energy (it con-
sumes the least amount of energy), while it is the worse in terms of error cor-
rection capability. At the same time the 2048/84/7/6 implementation is the
best in terms of error correction capability but it is the worse in terms con-
sumed energy. Again, one of the most balanced options is 512/50/5.

We note however that if more encoders/decoders are employed on the ECC die
(as there is available room for that), the scrubbing time can be reduced. For
example, if seven 2048/84/7 codecs are employed (such that the entire ECC
die is utilized), the ideal scrubbing time is reduced to almost the same value
as the one corresponding to SEC CONV, and 2048/84/7 becomes the most
balanced option from the WER vs. ideal scrubbing time perspective.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced a novel error correction mechanism for 3D wide-
I/O polyhedral memories. The main idea behind our approach was to create
the premises for applying ECC on larger data widths such that MEC can be
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performed with the same or even lower redundancy than the one required by
state of the art 64 data bit SEC schemes. In addition, we proposed an online
memory scrubbing policy that can perform the error detection and correction
decoupled from the normal memory operation. We evaluated our proposal by
considering a 4-die 4-MB polyhedral memory as a case study and simulated
various data width codes implementations. The simulations indicated that our
proposal outperforms state of the art schemes in terms of error correction ca-
pability, being able to diminish the WERs by many orders of magnitude, while
requiring less redundancy overhead. Moreover, by relocating the codecs on a
specialized die in the 3D memory stack we managed to hide the codec latency
and provided 10% and 25% write and read latency reductions, respectively. At
the same time a 13% footprint reduction was obtained.

Note. The content of this chapter is based on the following paper:

M. Lefter, T. Marconi, G.R. Voicu, S.D. Cotofana, Low Cost Multi-Error
Correction for 3D Polyhedral Memories, IEEE/ACM International Sympo-
sium on Nanoscale Architectures (NANOARCH), Newport, USA, July 2017.
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6
LDPC-Based Adaptive

Multi-Error Correction for 3D Memories

I n this chapter we introduce a novel error resilient memory architecture
potentially applicable to a large range of memory technologies. In con-
trast with state of the art memory error correction schemes, which rely

on (extended Hamming) Error Correcting Codes (ECC), we make use of Low
Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes due to their close to the Shannon perfor-
mance limit error correction capabilities. To allow for a cost-effective imple-
mentation we build our approach on top of a 3D memory organization which
inherently fast and customizable wide-I/O vertical access allows for a smooth
transfer of the required LDPC long code-words to/from an error correction
dedicated die. To make the error correction process transparent to the memory
users, e.g., processing cores, we propose an online memory scrubbing policy
that performs the LDPC-based error detection and correction decoupled from
the normal memory operation. For evaluation purposes we consider 3D mem-
ories protected by the proposed LDPC mechanism with various data width
codes implementations. Simulation results indicate that our proposal clearly
outperforms state of the art ECC schemes with fault tolerance improvements
by a 4710× factor being obtained when compared to extended Hamming ECC.
Furthermore, we evaluate instances of the proposed memory concept equipped
with different LDPC codecs implemented on a commercial 40nm low-power
CMOS technology and evaluate them on actual memory traces in terms of er-
ror correction capability, area, latency, and energy. Our results indicate that the
LDPC protected memories offer substantially improved error correction capa-
bilities, when compared to state of the art extended Hamming ECC, being able
to assure clean runs for memory error rates α < 3× 10−2, which demonstrate
that our proposal can potentially successfully protect system on a chip memory
systems even in very harsh environmental conditions.

119
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6.1 Introduction

Technology shrinking and increased integration factor allow, on one hand, for
continuous Integrated Circuits (ICs) performance improvements. On the other
hand, ICs are more prone to different defect types during the manufacturing
process [1] and to in field degradations [2]. Multi-Bit Upsets (MBUs) become
much more frequent [3; 4] with a maximum MBU bit multiplicity of over 100
bits being predicted for 32 and 22nm SRAM generations [5]. Thus, traditional
Single-Error Correction (SEC) ECCs with column interleaving [6] cannot any-
longer mitigate this large amount of MBUs [7] and powerful but cost effective
techniques to detect and correct multiple memory errors are becoming crucial
for future SoC related developments [8].

Three dimensional stacked ICs (3D-SICs) based on Through-Silicon-Via
(TSV) interconnects [9] further boost increased transistor density and per-
formance [10; 11; 12] while facilitating dependable computing [12; 13; 14].
Various 3D memory designs have been proposed ever since the technology
was introduced [15; 16; 17; 18]. In particular for polyhedral memories [16],
TSVs bundles are distributed across the entire memory footprint. This enables
a bandwidth amount and a wide interconnect width not achievable in planar
counterparts, which opens new avenues for memory error correction [19].

In this chapter we propose a novel memory error correction mechanism which
takes advantage of the 3D memories flexible, powerful, and wide data access
capabilities. Our approach relies on performing Low Density Parity Check
(LDPC) encoding/decoding [20] on large codewords, which can be quickly
transferred over the 3D memory TSVs to a dedicated die, on which the ac-
tual error correction and detection is performed. An important component of
the mechanism consists of an online memory scrubbing policy, which enables
transparent error detection and correction. In case the scrubbing process can-
not keep the pace in cleaning the memory bit-flips induced by harsh environ-
mental conditions or aging effects, faulty data might be read by the processing
units, which may result in unpredictable application behavior. To handle this
issue, we propose an adaptation mechanism controlled by the Operating Sys-
tem (OS) to enable write with on the fly encoding and read with on the fly
decoding, which increase the memory access time but allow for memory in-
tegrity preservations even in extremely aggressive environments.

We evaluated our proposal by considering as a case study 3D memories pro-
tected by the proposed LDPC mechanism with various data width codes im-
plementations. The simulation experiments indicate that our proposal outper-
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forms state of the art extended Hamming ECC schemes in terms of error cor-
rection capability, being able to tolerate crossover probability rates (α) up to
8 × 10−2 for a targeted Word Error Rate (WER) of 10−6. This translates
into fault tolerance improvements by a 4710× factor when compared to ex-
tended Hamming ECC. To assess the practical implications of our proposal in
a realistic scenario, we implement instances of the proposed memory concept
equipped with different LDPC codecs as Application-Specific Integrated Cir-
cuit (ASIC) on a commercial 40nm low-power CMOS technology and evaluate
them on actual memory traces in terms of error correction capability, area, la-
tency, and energy. Our results indicate that the LDPC based protection memo-
ries offer substantially improved error correction capabilities, when compared
to state of the art extended Hamming ECC, being able to assure correct appli-
cation execution for bit flip error rates α < 3 × 10−2 which demonstrate that
our proposal can potentially successfully protect memory systems even in very
harsh environmental conditions.

The outline of the chapter is the following. In Section 6.2 we describe our
LDPC-based error correction proposed approach. In Section 6.4 we evaluate
the implications of our proposal and perform a comparison with state of the art
memory error correction approaches. Section 6.5 concludes the chapter.

6.2 LDPC-based Error Correction Proposal

The proposed LDPC error protection mechanism depicted in Figure 6.1 con-
sists in: (i) forming extended codewords by combining data and check bits
from multiple memory sources, (ii) augmenting the 3D memory stack with
extra logic dedicated to the LDPC encoding and decoding execution, (iii) em-
ploying TSVs to transfer the extended codewords on/from the dedicated Error
Correction (EC) die, and (iv) utilizing an online memory scrubbing policy able
to perform memory maintenance without interfering with data requests issued
by the System on Chip (SoC) computation cores.

Memory maintenance is performed by means of a scrubbing procedure, i.e.,
at certain time periods (scrubbing intervals), the entire memory is scanned (in
a time period which we call scrubbing time) and eventual errors are corrected.
See Figure 6.2 for timing details. We mention that Memory Read (MR) and
Memory Write (MW) operations handle memory I/O width data while Srub-
bing Read (SR) and Scrubbing Write (SW) operate on large data width values
upper bounded by the number of TSVs in the 3D memory. The scrubbing
maintenance operates in a transparent manner, i.e., in case of conflicts SR/SW
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Figure 6.1: LDPC-based error correction for 3D memories.

accesses have lower priority than normal MR/MW accesses. Due to the 3D
memory organization [16] multiple accesses can be served in parallel as long
as no arrays and/or TSV conflicts are incurred.

The scrubbing procedure steps are depicted in Figure 6.3. At memory sys-
tem start-up a scrubbing initialization process is performed (step 0). This may
include, e.g., (i) memory initialization, (ii) LDPC codec allocation and instan-
tiation as the codec dedicated tier may contain more than one LDPC codec,
(iii) scrubbing start address(es) allocation. In step 1 the LDPC codeword com-
prising parts located at the to be currently scrubbed address are brought on the
codec tier. This step may require several SR accesses in various arrays which
can be performed serially or in parallel. When all the comprising codeword
parts are loaded, they can be provided as input to the LDPC decoder such that
step 2, i.e., the actual decoding, can proceed. In case the LDPC decoder fails
to identify a valid codeword at step 2 an exception is raised which treatment
is up to the application (OS) policy in place. A successful decoding triggers
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Figure 6.2: Memory scrubbing timeline.

step 3, in which possible errors are identified by comparing the decoder input
codeword with the decoder output codeword. Eventual discovered errors are
reported and a codeword update process is initiated (step 4). The codeword
update process is similar to step 1, with the difference that now SW accesses
are performed. In step 5 the next to be scrubbed address is computed and if
this is the initial to be scrubbed address, the scrubbing iteration ends and step 6
in which the scrubbing process is idle is entered, otherwise, the flow restarts
from step 1. The scrubbing time depends on: (i) employed LDPC codec per-
formance, (ii) memory latency (steps 1,4), (iii) LDPC codecs number (step 2),
(iv) memory array and TSV conflicts (steps 1,4), (v) overall memory capacity,
and, (vi) bit-error rate, which depends on aging and environmental aggres-
sion profile. It can be noticed that memory scrubbing requires additional steps
related to the codeword formation and transfer to/from the codec die. More-
over memory scrubbing coding activity is much more time consuming than a
write-back thus by implication maintenance related memory accesses are less
frequent than the computation related ones. Consequently, in order to diminish
the scrubbing time, the scrubbing controller can take advantage of: (i) the 3D
memory rich access mode set, and (ii) the low maintenance related accesses
occurrence, to dynamically adapt its access schedule such that memory con-
flicts are minimized, if not completely avoided.

Even though from the user point of view the proposed memory system data
write seems coding free, a launch of an encoding process (and sometimes also
of a decoding process) is required when a write at address A invalidates all
the codeword C check bits to which the data item at address A belongs. Con-
sequently, the codeword C data bits need to be transferred via TSVs on the
dedicated EC die in order to be re-encoded and written back into the memory.
Depending on the actual bit error rate we may decide to place the invalidated
message in the front of the scrubbing queue or to take no further action as
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there is a large chance that another write may occur within the same message
in the close future. Nevertheless, a read from an invalidated message should
immediately trigger the reconstruction of the check bits. We refer to this write
policy as write invalidation and we note that it may have an impact on the EC
efficiency. If aging and environmental conditions ask for a better protection,
a write with on the fly encoding operation should be employed. Thus, when
a word write is requested at address A a series of actions have to take place.
First, the codeword C (to which address A belongs) has to be loaded on the
EC die. Next, C is decoded, the possible errors if any are corrected and the
value at address A is replaced with the new to be written value and codeword
C is re-encoded. Finally, C is stored back into the memory. Regardless of
the write policy, errors could still affect memory integrity as bit-flips occurring
between two scrubbing scans could propagate when read operations on those
locations are performed. To avoid such situations the read with on the fly oper-
ation can be employed, such that a read request at address A (which is part of
codeword C ) comprises the following actions: (i) load the codeword C on the
codec die, decode it, and correct possible errors, if any (ii) send the data value
stored at A to the computation core that issued the request, and (iii) re-encode
the codeword C , if errors were identified, and store it back to the memory.
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If memory operates in highly aggressive environmental conditions or aging
effects become predominant resulting in high error rate it is possible that the
scrubbing process cannot keep the pace in cleaning the induced bit-flips. Such
situations can be detected by the Operating System (OS), which can decide
to change the ECC modus operandi and to enable write with on the fly en-
coding and read with on the fly operations. We note however that the execu-
tion of codec activities during read/write operations required when on the fly
modes are activated might have a detrimental impact on SoC performance in
terms of throughput, latency, and energy consumption. Since 3D memories
are constructed by stacking identical memory dies which dimensions deter-
mine the IC footprint, the EC die might be able to accommodate several LDPC
codecs. Hence, the memory maintenance process can be parallelized resulting
in a higher error resilience. In addition, by placing on the ECC die LDPC
codecs of different characteristics and sizes more options become available for
the system adaptation to the environmental aggression level. In this way the
3D memory structure can be split into multiple ECC memory blocks on which
different ECC mechanisms are applied when sensing that part of memory re-
quires a more/less powerful protection.

6.3 LDPC Decoder Design Space

In the following we give a brief overview of LDPC decoding implementations
and analyze them from different angles: factor graph structure, algorithm,
computation paradigm, architecture, and scheduling strategy. Based on this
evaluation we asses their applicability degree in the context of the proposed
memory error correction framework.

Based on the graph structure, there are two LDPC code variants: (i) regular
(Check Nodes (CNs) and Bit Nodes (BNs) degrees are constant) and (ii) irreg-
ular (otherwise). The irregular codes are asymptotically better than regular
codes [21]. However, at finite-lengths irregular codes exhibit a higher error-
floor phenomenon that may prevent their use in applications requiring very
low error rates (e.g. memories). In addition, regular factor implementations
require less interconnection complexity, resulting in reduced chip real estate
and consuming less power.

LDPC decoding algorithms operate based on either hard-decision or soft-
decision. Hard-decision algorithms process messages based on the fact that
each information bit is either 1 or 0 (hard-information) [20], while soft-
decision algorithms not only know the value of each information bit but also
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the probability that reflects the reality, i.e., the bit value before being perturbed
within the transmission channel. In view of the extra available knowledge, the
decoding performance of soft-decision based decoders is higher at the expense
of higher hardware requirements.

Among existing soft-decision algorithms, the Belief-Propagation (BP) (known
also as Sum-Product (SP)) algorithm is the best in terms of decoding perfor-
mance [22]. However, the high computational complexity of hyperbolic tan-
gent functions, numerical instability, and the requirement of knowing the chan-
nel characteristics preclude effective BP based decoder implementations [23].
In an attempt to alleviate this issue the Min-Sum (MS) algorithm, which makes
use of max-log approximations at the cost of decoding performance degrada-
tion, was proposed [24]. The MS decoding overhead can be also reduced by
detecting and nullifying unreliable messages, which is the key feature of the
Self-Corrected Min-Sum (SCMS) algorithm [25].

For memory error correction soft-decision algorithms are the first choice since
they exhibit (i) higher decoding performance, which is the key factor towards
high error resilience, and (ii) faster convergence, which is a crucial contribu-
tor to scrubbing and/or memory access time. However these advantages come
at the expense of a larger real estate utilization when compared to the hard-
decision counterpart and can only be obtained if soft-information can be ex-
tracted from the ECC protected memory circuits. To this end SR accesses
should be implemented as soft-reads, i.e., instead of reading a memory loca-
tion as a logic 0 or 1 its status is quantized into multiple bits by means of an
Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) circuit. For the 3D memory placing the
ADCs on the ECC die at the TSVs output instead of placing them inside the
memory arrays is preferable to avoid memory footprint increase. Moreover, in
this manner the ADCs are shared for the entire memory.

The hardware implementation of the LDPC decoding algorithms can rely on
conventional or unconventional computing paradigm. In conventional com-
puting, decoding algorithms are implemented either by means of floating-point
or fixed-point arithmetic. Floating-point implementations perform better than
fixed-point counterparts in terms of decoding performance at the expense of
a higher hardware complexity. Alternatively, LDPC decoding may rely on
the unconventional Stochastic Computing (SC) paradigm proposed by Gaines
[26], Ribeiro [27], and Poppelbaum et al. [28] in 1967. For memory protection,
conventional fixed point implementations are more appropriate since they pro-
vide a good balance between decoding performance and hardware complexity,
which is important for securing memory error resilience at the expense of a
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Figure 6.4: LDPC decoders summary.

reasonable hardware cost. We note however that due to its intrinsic fault toler-
ance SC based decoders could be of interest especially for protecting memories
operating within harsh environmental conditions.

From the architecture perspective LDPC decoding implementation can be clas-
sified in fully parallel and partially parallel. Fully parallel ones achieve a high
throughput decoding at the expense of a high area consumption. To reduce
the hardware overhead, partially parallel implementations allow for hardware
sharing/reuse. In this way, only a part of the graph is executed at a time on
limited computation resources and memory is needed for temporary storage of
messages passing between different parts of the factor graph. As a result, such
an approach makes use of less chip real estate but provides a lower throughput
than the fully parallel version. For memory protection partially parallel archi-
tectures seems the most appropriate since they enable a good balance between
throughput and silicon area, which is important for providing a cost-effective
memory with acceptable speed and error resilience.

Related to the scheduling strategy, there are mainly two flavors: flooding and
layered. In flooding scheduling the Variable Nodes (VNs) and CNs are pro-
cessed in a parallel fashion [29], while in layered scheduling groups of nodes
are sequentially processed, which enables the immediate propagation of mes-
sages to neighboring nodes [30]. Generally, for cycle-free codes with infinitely
many decoding iterations both types provide the same decoding performance.
However, if the decoding iterations number is relatively small (e.g., practical
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value), then the layered scheduling approach provides better performance than
the flooding one. However, although the layered scheduling has less number
of iterations, it requires a longer latency per iteration due to serialization in up-
dating messages. For LDPC-based memory protection the flooding scheduling
is a good choice for high speed memories due to its higher throughput, while
for cost-effective memory, the layered scheduling is a preferable one due to its
light-weight implementation and its superiority of EC capability.

In Figure 6.4 we present a comparison summary of the above mentioned LDPC
approaches in terms of hardware area, decoding latency, and error correction
capability (i.e., EC performance). Note that the error correction capability does
not depend on the architectural choice. One can observe in Figure 6.4 that the
conventional fixed-point implementation of soft-decision decoding with par-
tially parallel architecture under flooded scheduling for regular LDPC codes is
a preferable choice for cost-effective memory. However, in the context of high
speed memory, fully parallel architecture is a good decision.

In the next section, the decoding performance of ECC-enhanced memory with
some selected LDPC decoder implementations in comparison to the conven-
tional memory is presented.

6.4 Evaluation

To evaluate the upper bound performance of our proposal, we simulate mem-
ories protected by: (i) state of the art (64 data bits and 8 check bits) ex-
tended Hamming (SECDED), and (ii) the proposed LDPC-based mechanism
with (512, 64), (1024, 128), (2048, 256), and (4096, 512) codeword sizes.
For LDPC we consider Quasi-Cyclic (QC) codes with variable-nodes degree
dv = 4 and check-nodes degree dc = 36, which make use of Layered Min-
Sum (LMS), Flooded Min-Sum (FMS), Layered Self-Corrected Min-Sum
(LSCMS), and Flooded Self-Corrected Min-Sum (FSCMS) decoders operat-
ing on 3-bit and 4-bit soft information inputs and internal exchanged messages.
To simulate memory fault occurrence, we use a binary symmetric channel
model with various crossover probabilities (α). The decoders performances
in terms of WER are plotted in Figure 6.5. It can be noticed that: (i) when
a WER = 10−6 is targeted, the SECDED protected memory tolerates mem-
ory faults up to α = 1 × 10−5 while the LDPC protected ones bear up to
8× 10−2, (ii) utilizing soft information as input significantly improves the de-
coding performance, and, (iii) the longer the employed LDPC code the higher
the obtained benefit.
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Figure 6.5: LDPC vs extended Hamming.
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Figure 6.6: Area vs. clock period, area vs. power, area vs. decoding latency, and area
vs. decoding energy.

Table 6.1: LDPC Encoders and Decoders in ASIC Implementations

Energy/Bit Latency/Bit Area/Bit
(pJ/Bit) (ps/Bit) (um2/Bit)

Instances Dec Enc Dec Enc Dec Enc

K2048 Z16 3041.99 0.19 19702.15 2.19 87.89 57.96
K2048 Z32 3417.96 0.19 10849.61 2.19 146.48 57.72
K2048 Z64 4877.93 0.20 6875.00 2.19 288.08 60.32
K4096 Z16 4077.14 0.41 20546.88 1.09 58.59 176.34
K4096 Z32 3549.80 0.41 10834.96 1.09 85.44 175.75
K4096 Z64 4667.96 0.40 6611.32 1.09 153.80 172.03
K4096 Z128 7929.68 0.41 4626.46 1.09 302.73 177.27
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Figure 6.7: LDPC error correction die real estate utilization.

Physical synthesis on a commercial 40nm low-power CMOS was performed
using Cadence Encounter RTL Compiler [31] for (2048, 256) and (4096, 512)
codecs with their designs being automatically generated as in [32]. Various
QC LDPC codes with different sub-matrix sizes (Z) were considered. The
synthesis results are presented in Figure 6.6 and Table 6.1 from which one can
observe that: (i) the sub-matrix size Z is the main design parameter from the
hardware cost point of view, (ii) the decoder K4096 Z16 is one of the most
balanced options, (iii) the energy and the latency needed for encoding are 3 to
4 orders of magnitude smaller when compared to decoding, (iv) the encoding
energy, latency, and area figures are relatively Z independent, and, (v) en-
coding smaller codes is more energy and area efficient at the cost of a longer
latency per bit. In Figure 6.7 we provide an LDPC (K2048/4096 Z16) tier
real estate utilization estimation for 4-dies 3D memories. Memory footprints
are obtained with a modified Cacti 6 simulator [33] for 40nm CMOS technol-
ogy as in [16]. We mention that the 2048-bit LDPC protection is assured by
means of two parallel scrubbing blocks, which each having allocated half of
the memory size.

Next, we performed experiments on memory access traces considering a sys-
tem based on an ARMv7-A processor with a two level cache hierarchy: (i)
32-kB instruction and data L1 caches, and (ii) a unified 4-MB L2 cache im-
plemented as a 4 die 3D memory. On each L2 cache die there are 8 sub-banks
(with an 512-bit I/O width), each being composed of 8 mats (with an 64-bit
I/O width). We simulated the system with a modified gem5 simulator [34] in
order to obtain access traces for the L2 cache when running a memory inten-
sive SPEC CPU2000 [35] suite benchmarks subset. We run each benchmark
for 1 million committed instructions and we injected transient faults into the
memory at random data locations during each cycle. In Figure 6.8 we present:
(i) the total number of erroneous 64-bit words which become visible to the exe-
cuted application on average per run, and, (ii) the total number of runs when no
error was propagated. It can be noticed from Figure 6.8 that the SECDED pro-
tection manages to significantly reduce the number of propagated 64-bit erro-
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Figure 6.8: L2 correction capability.

neous words only for α < 10−3 while LDPC protection significantly reduces
the number of 64-bit erroneous propagated words already at α = 5× 10−2.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we proposed and investigated an adaptive LDPC-based mem-
ory error correction mechanism best suited for 3D memories and potentially
applicable to a large memory technologies range. Our results indicate that our
proposed LDPC based memory protection offers substantially improved error
correction capabilities when compared to state of the art extended Hamming
ECC, being able to assure correct application execution for α < 3 × 10−2

memory error rates.

Note. The content of this chapter is based on the following paper:

M. Lefter, G.R. Voicu, T. Marconi, V. Savin, S.D. Cotofana, LDPC-Based
Adaptive Multi-Error Correction for 3D Memories, IEEE International
Conference on Computer Design (ICCD), Boston, USA, November 2017.
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7
Conclusions and Future Work

T echnology feature size scaling represented the key to improved com-
puting systems performance for decades. However, once entering
the deep nanometer range, due to physical and quantum mechani-

cal effects, technology scaling reached the limit where increasing clock fre-
quency was no longer sustainable for delivering the expected improvements.
To cope with this issue computer designers advocated for a paradigm shift
from uniprocessors to multiprocessor micro-architectures, which lead to an
increased amount of simultaneous parallel memory accesses. Hence, ensur-
ing data availability became more important than reducing functional units la-
tency, and complex memory hierarchies emerged as a result. Additionally, due
to device miniaturization power consumption and reliability become of high
importance. In view of the above, in this thesis we investigated alternative av-
enues to foster emerging 3D Stacked Integrated Circuit (3D-SIC) technology
potential in improving memory hierarchies performance. We pursued the fol-
lowing three main research lines: (i) increase data availability, (ii) diminish
power consumption, and, (iii) improve reliability and dependability.

This chapter is organized in two sections as follows: in Section 7.1 we present
an overview of the thesis by summarizing its major contributions, while in
Section 7.2 we propose future research directions.

7.1 Summary

The work presented in this thesis can be summarized as follows.

In Chapter 2 we introduced a multi-port memory design consisting of multi-
ple banks stacked on top of each other, forming a polyhedral structure, which
exhibits an enriched access mechanism set with a reduced bank conflict prob-
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ability, similar to true multi-port designs. TSV bundles are distributed over
the entire memory footprint and are selectively connected to the internal data
lines in every sub-bank in order to support vertical wide-I/O interface memory
accesses. In addition, the TSV bundles facilitate horizontal port access to/from
a non-local bank (located on a different die), such that: (i) a large number of
virtual banked ports are created, greater than the number of physical banks in
the memory, and, (ii) wide internal data transfers can be easily performed be-
tween different memory banks. Furthermore, an identical layout structure of
all memory dies is proposed, which reduces the manufacturing cost. We eval-
uated the potential of our proposal by considering its utilization as a shared
last level cache in a TSV-based wide-I/O multi-core system. The interface
with the upper level caches on the CPU-side is realized horizontally, while
the DRAM interface is realized vertically through the TSV bundles that tra-
verse the entire IC stack. The wide-I/O interface increases the communication
bandwidth with the main memory while the large number of virtual ports en-
sure an enhanced data availability for the processing cores. We compared our
polyhedral cache against traditional banked multi-port 2D implementations,
considering relevant metrics: (i) access time, (ii) footprint, and (iii) leakage
and dynamic energy consumption per access cycle. Our results indicate that
the 3D polyhedral cache access time is in general smaller than the one of its
planar counterparts, with up to 50% reduction in the best case. The inherent
footprint reduction directly influences the active energy consumption, which
in same cases is decreased almost 8× for an 8-die 8 MB cache.

In Chapter 3 we proposed a novel low power dual port memory, which re-
lies on the synergistic utilization of: (i) NEMFET based short circuit current
free inverters for data storage, and (ii) versatile CMOS based logic for read
and write operations, and data preservation. TSV-based 3D stacking technol-
ogy is employed for construction of the memory structure since it smoothly
facilitates the co-integration of NEM and conventional CMOS devices, which,
for the time being, appears not to be feasible on the same tier. Hence, in the
proposed memory organization, the NEMFET-based storage elements reside
on one tier, while the CMOS logic required to retrieve, maintain, and write the
data is located on another tier. By utilising only one inverter per memory cell,
instead of a cross coupled pair, a low write energy is achieved, as only one
bitline is required. Furthermore, the static energy is drastically reduced due to
NEMFET’s extremely low off current. Next, we evaluated the utilization of
energy effective 3D-Stacked Hybrid NEMFET-CMOS memories as replace-
ments for traditional CMOS based SRAMs in L1 and L2 processor caches.
This solution provides two orders of magnitude cache static energy reduction,
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albeit a slightly increased dynamic energy consumption, and an approximately
55% larger footprint. NEMFET’s larger size makes the inverter-based mem-
ory cell a more powerful driver, with a direct impact on the read access time,
which is on average 7% smaller when compared to CMOS implementations.
The write access time is with about 3 ns higher, as it is dominated by the me-
chanical movement of the NEMFET’s suspended gate. To identify if the write
latency overhead has any impact on processor performance, measured in terms
of Instructions per-Cycle (IPC), we considered as evaluation vehicle a state of
the art mobile out-of-order processor core. Our simulations on a set of SPEC
2000 benchmarks indicate that the extra write latency impact on the overall
system performance is rather low or even negligible for L1 instruction and L2
cache instances, while for L1 data caches IPC decreases between 1% to 12%.
On the same benchmark set we evaluated the energy benefits of utilizing 3D-
Stacked Hybrid NEMFET-CMOS caches. Our experiments indicate that, in
spite of their increased write access time and dynamic energy, 3D Stacked Hy-
brid NEMFET-CMOS L2 caches provide substantial energy savings, i.e., 38 %
total caches energy reduction on the average.

In Chapter 4 we addressed low level issues related to memory repair and we
investigated for current and foreseeable technology developments the actual
potential of using repair in the vertical dimension by accessing unutilized spare
resources available on neighboring stacked dies. For this we proposed a mem-
ory repair framework based on a provider-consumer pair scenario consisting of
several possible implementation schemes that allow consumers when in need
to make use of the available row/columns redundant resources on the providers
side. The proposed infrastructure handles the data remapping from provider to
consumer in a transparent manner without interfering with the providers op-
eration. Our analysis suggests that at current state-of-the-art TSV dimensions
inter-die repair schemes using column sharing could have a positive contribu-
tion to the overall memory reparability mechanism at the expense of a rea-
sonable area overhead. For row repair, however, most memory configurations
require TSV dimensions to scale down at least with one order of magnitude
in order to make this approach a possible candidate for its inclusion in 3D
memory systems. We also performed a theoretical analysis of the proposed 3D
repair schemes implications on memory access time, which indicates that no
substantial delay overhead is expected.

In Chapter 5 we introduced two novel error correction mechanisms for pro-
tecting memories from Multiple Bit Upsets (MBUs). Our proposals rely on
the utilization of Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes which, by op-
erating on codewords that are larger than the ones employed by state of the
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art extended Hamming ECC for single error correction, allow for Multi-Error
Correction (MEC) capabilities. For the first mechanism we propose to phys-
ically place the codecs coplanar with the memory dies. In this manner data
words and associated check bits can be concatenated in up to h-bit codewords,
where h is the sub-bank I/O width, and each die includes several MEC en-
coders/decoders. The second mechanism further exploits the polyhedral mem-
ories organization, whose inherently fast and customizable wide-I/O vertical
access mechanisms allow for the codeword creation with data and check bits
from multiple memory sub-banks. Those long codewords can be smoothly
transferred to/from a dedicated error correction die, where a variable codecs
number could be placed. The proposed approaches can operate independently
or in synergy, leading to the creation of a large design space from where the
most appropriate scheme can be chosen by balancing the desired error correc-
tion capability while fulfilling different overhead budgets in terms of memory
footprint, latency, and energy. As main operation mode we propose an online
scrubbing procedure that performs the error detection and correction decou-
pled from the normal memory operation. However, on the fly write and read
operations can be also performed if environmental conditions require as such.
We evaluated our proposals by considering a 4-die 4-MB polyhedral memory
as a case study and evaluated by means of simulation the efficiency of vari-
ous data width codes implementations. The results indicate that our proposal
outperforms state of the art extended Hamming SEC in terms of error correc-
tion capability, being able to diminish the Word Error Rates (WER) by 2 to 12
orders of magnitude for bit error probabilities between 10−4 and 10−6, while
requiring less redundancy overhead. When on the fly error correction and de-
tection is performed, our MEC approaches generate up to 40% and 80% write
and read latency increases, respectively, when compared to Hamming ECC.
While no extra energy consumption was noticed for read operations irrespec-
tive of the codeword size, this was not the case for write operations for which
up to 9× increases were measured for the longest codec instances. However,
by relocating the codecs on a specialized die in the 3D memory stack and
by enabling the parallel energy effective scrubbing procedure, we managed
to hide the codec latency and provided 10% and 25% write and read latency
reductions, respectively, and 13% footprint reduction.

In Chapter 6 we followed a similar line of reasoning as in Chapter 5, but
considered the utilization of Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes, whose
performances in terms of error correction are close to the Shannon limit, to
further boost the MEC potential. In the proposed mechanism, extended code-
words that are larger than the memory access granularity are formed by com-
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bining data and check bits from multiple memory sources. They are next trans-
fered on/from a dedicated ECC die by making use of the available numerous
TSV bundles, where a number of iterative LDCP codecs perform encoding
and decoding. In order to hide the additional non constant error correction
time required by LDPC codecs, an adaptive online scrubbing policy performs
memory maintenance without interfering with data requests issued by the Sys-
tem on Chip (SoC) computation cores. The scrubbing policy takes into account
possible check bits invalidations during write operations that may occur due to
the utilization of codewords larger than the memory addressing width. In addi-
tion, the modus operandi of the memory correction mechanism can be adapted
to the environmental conditions if necessary, by performing on the fly LDPC
encoding/decoding. However, this requires interference with memory oper-
ations and has a detrimental impact on performance in terms of throughput,
latency and energy consumption. We performed a design space exploration in
which we identified conventional fixed-point soft-decision decoding with par-
tially or fully parallel architecture under flooded scheduling LDPC decoders as
most suitable for memory protection. To evaluate our proposal we considered
3D memories protected by the proposed mechanism with various data width
codes implementations. Our simulations indicate that our proposal clearly out-
performs state of the art ECC schemes with fault tolerance improvements by a
4710× factor being obtained when compared to extended Hamming ECC. Fur-
thermore, we evaluated instances of the proposed memory concept equipped
with different LDPC codecs implemented on a commercial 40nm low-power
CMOS technology and evaluate them on actual memory traces in terms of er-
ror correction capability, area, latency, and energy. Our results indicate that our
proposed LDPC based memory protection offers substantially improved error
correction capabilities when compared to state of the art extended Hamming
ECC, being able to assure correct application execution for α < 3 × 10−2

memory error rates.

7.2 Future Research Directions

Subsequently, we outline the following directions as a suggested continuation
of the research undertaken in this thesis.

1. With respect to the proposed polyhedral memory design, further inves-
tigations by making use of a processor simulator instrumented in order
to properly capture memory accesses, would provide additional insights
into the actual benefits that are to be expected at the system level when
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employing polyhedral memories in a more closer to real life scenario.
An analysis that would determine the optimum number of ports and data
I/O width could be further performed in this manner. In addition, follow-
ing a similar simulation flow, a comparison against other state-of-the-art
cache implementations that follow a network on a chip approach with
non uniform access could be completed.

2. In this thesis we proved the low power efficiency and utilization poten-
tial of the proposed hybrid NEMFET-CMOS dual port memory. How-
ever, we did not perform a thorough evaluation of the TSV size im-
plications on the memory cell, an action point that is of great inter-
est, since TSV shrinking follows a completely different agenda than the
CMOS/NEMFET device one. Regarding the NEMFET large size, it is
expected that it would also go through a shrinking process. Hence, it
would be interesting to estimate the NEMFET scaling process implica-
tions on the proposed memory. In addition, in the evaluations we have
compared the hybrid memory proposal against CMOS only implemen-
tations. A more comprehensive comparison would include also other
emerging memory alternatives, e.g., MRAM, PCRAM, etc.

3. In terms of memory repair, our current evaluation considers sharing re-
dundant resources only between two adjacent dies, since the overhead of
allowing for spare replacement between multiple dies seems very high.
It would be interesting to investigate the actual complexity of such a
multiple dies redundancy sharing approach from implementation as well
as from yield improvement perspective.

4. Regarding the multi-error correction mechanisms proposed in this the-
sis, a more detailed analysis that would take into consideration multiple
codecs of different sizes and types available for the adaptive mechanism
could be of interest.
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Samenvatting

I n de afgelopen halve eeuw maakten Integrated Circuits (IC’s) een
agressieve, prestatiegerichte technologische schaling mee. Naarmate de
technologie verder schaalde in het nanometergebied, werden fysische en

kwantummechanische effecten die voorheen irrelevant waren invloedrijk of
zelfs dominant, wat bijvoorbeeld resulteerde in niet langer verwaarloosbare
lekstromen. Bij pogingen om dergelijke kleine geometrische dimensies vol-
gens een patroon te maken, nam de variabiliteit van technologische param-
eters aanzienlijk toe. Bovendien wordt het moeilijker om op betrouwbare
wijze een dergelijk groot aantal kleine transistoren te verwerken en te inte-
greren in grootschalige IC’s, aangezien er rekening moest worden gehouden
met een substantiële toename in vermogensdichtheid. Schaling geı̈nduceerde
prestatie was niet langer voldoende meer om aan de verwachte verbeterin-
gen te voldoen, wat leidde tot een paradigma-omschakeling van uniproces-
sors naar micro-architecturen met meerdere processors. Tegelijkertijd, om-
dat voor bepaalde toepassingsdomeinen zoals big data en internet of things
de verwerkte hoeveelheid gegevens substantieel toeneemt, zijn computeron-
twerpers meer bezig met het waarborgen van databeschikbaarheid dan met
het verminderen van de latentie van functionele eenheden. Als gevolg hi-
ervan maken de meest geavanceerde computersystemen gebruik van com-
plexe geheugenhiërarchieën, bestaande uit maximaal vier cacheniveaus met
meerdere gedeelde schema’s, waardoor het geheugen een dominant ontwer-
pelement is dat de algehele systeemprestaties en correct gedrag aanzienlijk
beı̈nvloedt. In deze context komt 3D Stacked Integrated Circuit (3D SIC) tech-
nologie naar voren als een veelbelovende methode om nieuwe ontwerpmogeli-
jkheden mogelijk te maken, aangezien deze de middelen biedt om chips met
elkaar te verbinden met korte verticale draden. In dit proefschrift behande-
len we de bovengenoemde uitdagingen met betrekking tot het geheugen door
het gebruik van 3D SIC technologie in geheugenontwerpen te onderzoeken.
Ten eerste stellen we een nieuw multi-port polyhedraal geheugen voor dat een
verrijkt toegangsmechanisme biedt met een zeer laag conflict rate en we eval-
ueren het potentieel in gedeelde caches. Ten tweede stellen we een laag vermo-
gen hybride geheugen voor waarin 3D technologie zorgt voor een soepele co-
integratie van: (i) op kortsluitstroom vrije Nano-elektromechanische veldef-
fecttransistor (NEMFET) gebaseerde inverters voor gegevensopslag, en (ii) op
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CMOS-gebaseerde logica voor lees- / schrijfbewerkingen en gegevensbehoud.
Ten derde stellen we een geheugen herstel framework voor dat gebruik maakt
van de 3D verticale nabijheid voor het uitwisselen van redundante resources
tussen chips. Ten slotte stellen we nieuwe schema’s voor, voor het uitvoeren
van gebruikerstransparante multi-fout correctie en detectie, met dezelfde of
zelfs een lagere redundantie dan die vereist is voor geavanceerde Hamming
correctieschema’s met enkelvoudige fouten.
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Propositions
accompanying the PhD dissertation

On Leveraging Vertical Proximity

in 3D Memory Hierarchies

1. To flatten the memory hierarchy we have to go vertically. [This Thesis]

2. The more the better is not true when it concerns the number of layers in
a three dimensional circuit. [This Thesis]

3. More than Moore revolves around a large variety of tradeoffs that
emerge from heterogeneous integration. [This Thesis]

4. As seen from the societal behavior binary logic will never die.

5. Societies that favor group interest over individual rights rarely do not
end up in a dictatorship.

6. The virus of equality urges us to fiercely seek our own evil.
[Nicolae Steinhardt - Romanian writer (1912 - 1989)]

7. The freedom to fly involves the freedom to fall, i.e., there are no rights
without responsibilities.

8. For scarcely for a righteous man will one die: yet peradventure for a
good man some would even dare to die.
[Romans 5,7]

9. Theories are patterns without value. What counts is action.
[Constantin Brancusi - Romanian sculptor (1876 - 1957)]

10. To see the end of your PhD is one thing, finishing it is another.

These propositions are regarded as opposable and defendable, and have been
approved as such by the promotor, Prof. dr. NameInitials Surname.
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